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Abstract

This work revolves around the design and construction of a broadband terahertz 
time domain spectrometer using nonlinear optics for the generation and detection of 
THz light. Methods for signal collection and processing are discussed, including the 
removal of spurious reflection u sing w indow f unctions. Furthermore, a ttenuated total 
reflection is optimized for THz light as a means to circumvent critical issues faced when 
working with polar solvents or highly absorbing samples. The discussion then turns to 
the calibration and analysis of performance of the spectrometer with measurements of 
the THz power and peak THz electric field g enerated b y t he s pectrometer a s w ell as 
evaluation of the signal-to-noise and dynamic range of the instrument. Issues involving 
humid air are introduced and re-framed as a way of using a slight contamination of 
water vapour as an internal standard. Finally, it is shown how THz-TDS can be used 
to characterize low energy phenomena in two uniquely different c lasses o f materials, 
namely that of magnetic metal oxides and organic chiral species. The former analyzes 
materials that may find use in the development of new computational devices, while the 
latter forms the basis for quick way to differentiate between i someric species present in 
liquid and solid phases.
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1
Introduction

Although still in it’s adolescence, terahertz (THz) spectroscopy offers rich insight into
many different low energy phenomena. Infrared (IR) spectroscopy has been known
for many decades to be a deeply useful technique in elucidating vibrational modes
of molecules and fingerprinting complex molecular structures. However, due to the so-
called THz gap, the far IR part of the electromagnetic spectrum remains the final frontier
and is largely unexplored. Recent progress in generation and detection schemes1,2,3

have led to tremendous growth and development of THz spectroscopy, finding uses in
pharmaceutical manufacturing,4,5,6 explosive and illicit drug detection,7,8,9,10,11 food
and botanical extracts quality control,12,13 and solid state devices.14,15,16,17

The THz region of the electromagnetic (EM) spectrum lies between infrared and mi-
crowave, covering the frequency range 0.1 - 10 THz. Photons at these energies∗ are able
to excite slow, complex vibrations, e.g., molecular skeletal vibrations and crystal lattice
phonons,18 weak intermolecular forces such as hydrogen bonds19 and other non-covalent
interactions, and molecular rotations, as can be seen in Fig. 1.1. These characteristics,
along with the fact that THz is non-ionizing, suggests that THz spectroscopy and imag-
ing are considered completely non-invasive techniques. Many non-conducting materials

∗About 4 - 20 meV for 1 THz and 5 THz, respectively.
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Figure 1.1: The THz region of the EM spectrum, depicting low energy phenomena that can occur in this frequency

range.

are relatively transparent to THz light due to the low energy of THz photons, mak-
ing THz imaging a useful tool for security screening.20,21 The longer wavelengths (i.e.,
10s to 100s of µm) allows for probing of specific layers in composite materials such as
historical works of art.22,23

The colloquial term ”THz gap” originates from the difficulties that arise in generating
EM radiation in the THz range. Traditional THz EM sources operate either electrically,
where oscillating charge carriers induce a propagating EM wave, or optically, where
photon energies are down-converted to the desired energy level. However, both of these
approaches give rise to significant problems in the THz region. Increasing frequencies in
the electrical regime is limited to charge carrier mobility and the rise/fall times of said
carriers which are typically on the order of nanoseconds and constrains generation to
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100s of GHz. On the other hand, attempting to reduce optical frequencies emitted from
electronic transitions in semiconductors in the THz range is inhibited by the energy of
transitions required to produce THz light being less than ambient thermal energy at
room temperature (kBT ≥ hνTHz).

While they are becoming more common, spectroscopic techniques to probe inter-
molecular forces and low frequency transitions have historically been difficult to realize
due to the aforementioned challenges. Given that frequencies in the THz range are too
slow to produce optically and too fast to form electronically, this requires bridging the
electronic and photonic regimes and consequently, our understanding of how materials
behave in response to THz radiation. Current progress in communications and comput-
ing technologies have necessitated a shift in operating frequencies from low/mid GHz
to high GHz - low THz,24 and with this arises the need for rapid characterization of
materials that can operate in the THz region. While novel machine learning methods
have been developed in an attempt to predict materials and their properties, these all
require meticulously curated empirical data sets for training and validation.25,26

Two areas in which THz spectroscopy could prove greatly beneficial are in the de-
velopment of new solid state devices utilizing spintronics and chirally selective organic
catalysts. Both of these areas have received considerable attention is recent years in
the hopes of offering power alternatives to current technologies. The following two sub-
sections offer a brief overview of technologies relating to these fields, and how rapid
characterization with THz spectroscopy could greatly aid in the material discovery pro-
cess.

Spintronics

One field where low energy interactions is of great interest is that of spintronics, a
portmanteau of spin transport electronics. Spintronics offers a low power alternative to
creating logical circuits by using the spin of a single or small ensemble of particles rather
than the flow of charge.27 By utilizing a particle’s spin to transfer information, spin-
tronics allows for the transfer of information to occur where charge transfer is normally
prohibited (i.e., insulators). One way of accomplishing this in practice is through the
use of magnmolecular vibrations and rotations as well as intermolecular modesmolecu-
lar vibrations and rotations as well as intermolecular modesons. These are quantized
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collective spin excitations in which the spin state of individual electrons in a magnetic
lattice are coupled into a propagating wave of coherent magnetization.

Antiferromagnetic (AF) materials are an attractive candidate for construction of such
devices as they have magnetic order, yet remain insensitive to external magnetic fields.28

To date, most AF materials that have been discovered are commonly insulating by
nature, yet exhibits excitations at THz frequencies. This allows for high frequency spin
waves to be used in the construction of THz sensors, computational elements, and other
devices using materials that have AF order.29

Isomer detection

In addition to solid state devices, THz spectroscopy can be used for isomeric differ-
entiation and the analysis of hydrogen bonds30. Isomers and tautomers are different
conformations of the same molecules and are very prevalent in the synthesis of medici-
nal compounds and drug interactions in the human body, among other things. There
are currently no reliable forms of determining the presence of different isomers that
are simultaneously inexpensive and efficient in facilitating the distinction between these
conformations in heterogeneous mixtures, or that enable the rapid measurements of con-
centration for different conformations present. This type of chemical fingerprinting and
other studies of low energy phenomena are of great importance to the pharmaceutical
industry and organic catalysis, which won the 2021 Nobel Prize in chemistry.31 Addi-
tionally, these are often species that require being dissolved or suspended in solvents.
Many polar and protic solvents give rise to molecular vibrations and rotations as well
as intermolecular modes32 in the THz region that can obstruct information of interest
in experiments done with THz spectroscopy.

Addressing Issues in THz-TDS

Unfortunately, in addition to problems involving species dissolved in polar or protic
solvents, THz light also has strong absorption lines from ambient humidity due to hy-
drogen bonding, molecular rotations, and electric polarization effects in atmospheric
water vapour.32 Therefore, humid air must be removed in order to mitigate the pres-
ence of unwanted peaks in the final spectra. This requires an inert gas purgebox to
be constructed around the instrument, which greatly hampers sample throughput as it
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requires significantly more time exchanging samples as well as time spent waiting for
the volume within the instrument to be purged. One way to circumvent polar solvent
absorptions and time lost to purging the apparatus is to utilize attenuated total reflec-
tion (ATR) through the use of a internal reflection element that has been built into the
purgebox itself.

ATR is a technique that has already found common use in IR spectroscopy. It is used
to describe experiments where the sample is placed on a prism in which the beam is
passed through at such an angle to allow for total internal reflection to occur. There are
numerous advantages to using this technique, such as its ability to scan many different
types of samples, including powders, liquids, thin films, and polymers, with little to
no preparation. Additionally, ATR can be used in experiments that would normally
not permit transmission experiments due to high absorbance, such as optically thick
materials or analytes dissolved in polar liquids. Careful consideration must be put into
the choice of prism material however, as total internal reflection only occurs when the
sample has a lower index of refraction than the prism. Geometry of the prism also plays
a key role in reducing power loss due to reflections and increasing penetration depth of
the evanescent wave formed at the prism interface.

To summarize, spectroscopy is an important tool used in the non-destructive exam-
ination of samples of interest. The longer wavelengths of THz light compared to IR
makes it useful in studying low energy phenomena in numerous phases of materials.
This includes magnetic interactions that can be used to create new computational el-
ements and the distinction of chiral species. While THz technology has recently been
finding use in many areas of study, it is still new enough that its applications are still
being discovered. The development of ATR THz-TDS helps to solve some large hurdles
that arise in building these type of spectrometers, hopefully allowing large scale pro-
duction of instruments and the incorporation of inline manufacturing quality control
methods. In turn, this will allow THz-TDS to reach farther corners of the market for
these instruments sooner, expediting the discovery process. With this, databases of THz
spectroscopic data can be generated significantly faster than with conventional purge
methods, filling big gaps in our understanding of THz light and hopefully related fields
like spintronics and pharmaceutical research.

•
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The work presented in this thesis is organized as follows:

Chapter 2 discusses the theory pertaining to generation and detection of THz
electromagnetic radiation using nonlinear optics. The use of optical rectification and
electro-optic sampling for generation and detection of THz light will be discussed, as
well as challenges and techniques in data collection and processing. This chapter will
also include an introduction of ATR and discuss how it can be optimized for use in
THz-TDS.

Chapter 3 outlines the experimental methodology and instrumental parameters used
in collecting the THz data for the experiments done in this thesis. The THz power
measured by the instrument will be compared to that of a commercial power meter
and metrics for evaluating the performance of the instrument will also be discussed.
Additionally, sample preparation automated purge methods are examined.

Chapter 4 shows how THz-TDS can be used for the analysis of multiple classes of
materials. This includes common metal oxides that may find use in antiferromagnetic
or multiferroic devices and other solid state technologies, and the detection of different
vibrational/rotational modes of organic molecules which can allow for rapid
differentiation between isomers.

Chapter 5 offers an outlook of how THz-TDS can be used to study low energy
phenomena that are found in many different industries, from low power electronic
devices to pharmaceutical manufacturing. Furthermore, it discusses areas in which
could benefit from the use of THz-TDS and ways to expand the technology.

Table 1.1: Useful values in the THz range

Unit 1 THz 5 THz
Angular frequency ω = 2πν 6.28 THz 31.4 THz
Wavelength λ = c/ν 300 µm 59.96 µm
Period τ = 1/ν 1 ps 0.2 ps
Wavenumber k̄ = k/2π = 1/λ 33.3 cm−1 166.8 cm−1

Photon energy hν = h̄ω 4.14 meV 20.7 meV
Temperature T = hν/kB 48 K 240 K
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If people do not believe that mathematics is sim-
ple, it is only because they do not realize how
complicated life is.

John von Neumann

2
Theory

Spectroscopy is a non-destructive technique that began as a way of evaluating mate-
rials based on their response to incident EM radiation. If the frequency of the EM wave
is the same as a natural frequencies of the system, the energy can be transferred into
the system which then excites certain fundamental processes. Therefore, a spectrum of
colours could be transmitted, reflected, or otherwise tangentially applied to a sample,
and the resulting spectrum could then be compared to the reference spectrum allowing
researchers to glean intrinsic properties of a sample. Other forms of spectroscopy have
since been developed to include non-EM sources, e.g., neutron diffraction spectroscopy
or acoustic spectroscopy, and it has since become the study of how energy, waves, and
frequencies interact with the material of interest.

This chapter focuses on how terahertz time-domain spectroscopy (THz-TDS) is done
in practice, from generation and detection of THz EM radiation, and on to the processing
and analysis of data collected from THz-TDS experiments. Furthermore, techniques
for optimization of attenuated total reflection (ATR) will be discussed as a means to
circumvent critical issues faced in working with THz light.
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Figure 2.1: An experimentally collected time resolved single cycle THz pulse generated from the optical rectifica-

tion of 1040 nm light in (110) cut GaP.

2.1 THz Time Domain Spectroscopy

In THz-TDS, a single cycle pulse of THz EM radiation is first generated in a nonlinear
crystal and then recorded by measuring the intensity of the electric field of the pulse
at different points in time. An example of such a pulse produced from the instrument
constructed in this work can be seen in Fig. 2.1. This process relies on the use of
nonlinear optics for both generation and detection of THz light. It is accomplished
by first splitting the beam of a NIR laser into two separate components, the pump
and the probe, and subsequently measuring polarization changes of the probe due to
the THz generated by the pump. THz light can also be generated and detected using
photoconductive antennas, however this work focuses solely on generation and detection
of THz light using nonlinear optics.

In order to measure the THz pulse with sub-picosecond resolution, the path length
of the pump is changed relative to that of the probe on the order of 10s of µm. Since
the speed of light remains more or less constant regardless of wavelength (ignoring
dispersion), each spatial step that changes the path length translates directly to the
time taken for the beam to traverse that path within the instrument. Therefore, a 10
µm change in path length corresponds to a 33 fs step in time.

Time domain measurements offer several unique advantages over frequency domain
spectroscopy. While collecting data in either time or frequency domains allows for
amplitude measurements, TDS also has the inherent advantage of preserving the phase
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characteristics of the EM radiation. This leads to the ability to temporally resolve
events excited by the THz pulse. The Fellgett advantage18 commonly ascribed to FTIR
applies to THz-TDS as well. It describes an improvement in the signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR) of a multiplexed signal over that of a monochromatic collection using a CCD.
Effectively, there is less error in a signal where all of the frequency data is collected
simultaneously and extracted from the time domain compared to direct measurements
over the frequency domain.

2.1.1 THz Generation

Most optical phenomena are dictated by the response of the material’s electrons to
external EM waves. Application of an oscillating electric field can induce motion for
free charge carriers as well as couple to and excite motion of electrons localized in the
molecular orbitals the material. When charges are accelerated, there is a subsequent
release of EM radiation while energy is dissipated as the particles returns to their initial
energy state. For homoatomic crystalline materials this means that electrons oscillate
equally back and forth along the σ bonds that hold the crystal together. This picture
is similar for binary polyatomic crystals, however, here the σ bond tends toward ionic
bonds and movement along the bond will be biased towards the direction of the atoms
with higher electronegativity creating a non-harmonic potential and is the basis for
nonlinear effects. This process is largely governed by charge carrier mobility and their
related relaxation time dictates the bandwidth of generation. Materials that feature non-
symmetric potentials give rise to many nonlinear effects including difference frequency
generation, optical rectification, and the Pockels effect, to name a few. Before delving
into optical rectification, the fundamental process in which THz is generated for these
experiments, we first must form a good understanding of polarization effects in the solid
state.

Polarization in Solids

In dielectrics, the polarization response P⃗ due to an applied electric field E⃗ can be
expressed as

P⃗ = χϵ0E⃗ (2.1)
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where χ is the electric susceptibility and ϵ0 is the permittivity of free space. Suscep-
tibility usually takes the form of a scalar in linear isotropic materials, however when
the applied field is sufficiently strong, many anisotropic materials fall in the nonlinear
regime where susceptibility becomes a second rank tensor, χ(2)

ijk. This results in higher
order polarization effects becoming much more prominent in such materials, where P⃗

may not be collinear with E⃗. Given that n =
√
(1 + χ), a nonlinear materials refrac-

tive index also becomes a tensor. Materials where diagonal elements of the refractive
index tensor are not equal are said to be birefringent. An example of such a material
is calcite, which leads to a doubling of images viewed through the sample due to the
different indices of refraction along different crystal planes. This phenomenon will be
further explored in the following subsection.

In nonlinear materials, the polarization response under a sufficiently strong electric
field then becomes

Pi =
∑
j

χ
(1)
ij Ej(t) +

∑
jk

χ
(2)
ijkEj(t)Ek(t) + ... (2.2)

which now reflects the higher order terms that arise from the susceptibility tensor. Here
i, j, k denote the Cartesian components of the electric field. In the second order term
of equation 2.2, Pi is now proportional to E2, and therefore the pulse becomes positive.
It is often convenient to refer to the envelope that encompasses the electric field pulse.
In the far field limit of the dipole approximation, the THz pulse can be approximated
by taking the second time derivative of the IR pulse envelope,33 ETHz ∼ ∂2P (t)

∂t2
. This

is expanded upon in Appendix A.
The nonlinear polarization response of a material due to difference frequency gener-

ation, a second order nonlinear effect, can then be expressed as34

P
(2)
i (ω2 − ω1) =

∑
j,k∈(x,y,z)

ϵ0χ
(2)
ijkEj(ω2)E

∗
k(ω1) (2.3)

where ω1,2 are the frequencies of the electric fields of incident photons, and χ
(2)
ijk is the

susceptibility tensor for the given crystal system. Here we consider the electric field
of two photons of different frequencies, Ej(ω2) and E∗

k(ω1) which combine to give the
polarization response P

(2)
i in the form of a second rank tensor.
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Nonlinear polarization terms are zero in materials with inversion symmetry due to
symmetries of the susceptibility tensor and therefore, require materials with noncen-
trosymmetric symmetry. In GaP for example, a noncentrosymmetric crystal with space
group F 4̄3m, the susceptibility tensor can be written in terms of the effective nonlinear
coefficients dil =

1
2χ

(2)
ijk

1

2
χ
(2)
ijk =

0 0 0 d14 0 0

0 0 0 0 d14 0

0 0 0 0 0 d14


For highly symmetric crystals, many of the tensor elements can be equated to each
other or reduced to zero. The elements that remain define the orientation of the crystal
that will enable light of a given polarization to couple to the crystal bonds and undergo
nonlinear optical processes. For crystals with the space group F 4̄3m this angle lies
normal to the (110) plane.

Optical Rectification

Optical rectification (OR) is a second-order nonlinear optical effect in which THz is cre-
ated through difference frequency generation of monochromatic light. The polarization
response for OR takes the same form as difference frequency generation, however since
the light is monochromatic ω1 = ω2 = ω, and therefore equation 2.3 becomes

P
(2)
i (0) =

∑
j,k∈(x,y,z)

ϵ0χ
(2)
ijkEj(ω)E

∗
k(ω) (2.4)

When the electric field of incoming photons couples to electrons that form the σ bonds
of the crystal, photons of the same frequency combine to form a quasi-DC field which
rectifies the signal and generates photons of THz light. This process is strongly de-
pendent on the crystals orientation, as THz generation power is maximized when the
polarization of the incident beam oscillates the same direction as the bonds within the
crystal. For crystals of the space group F 4̄3m, light travelling along the [110] axis can
couple to bonds parallel to the [1̄11] or [11̄1] axes. The angular dependence of the
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polarization can then be written as35

|P |2 = 4ϵ20d14E
4
0 sin

2 θ
(
4 cos2 θ + sin2 θ sin2 ϕ

)
(2.5)

where θ is the polar angle between the polarization of the beam and the [001] axis, and
ϕ is the azimuthal angle. Equation 2.5 is optimized when sin2 ϕ = 1, or when ϕ = π/4

or 3π/4 which aligns the polarization with the crystal bonds. Motion of the electrons
between atoms is dependent on their electronegativities, which form an asymmetric po-
tential and therefore effectively changes the force constants experienced by the electrons.
These disproportionate oscillations are the basis for rectification. Fig. 2.2 shows the re-
lationship between the polarization angle around the [110] axis and the resulting THz
power. This plot shows how measured THz power matches the theoretical generation
power described by equation 2.5. When using NIR light sources (1040 nm), second
harmonic generation also creates green light (520 nm) which serves as an indicator for
the generation of THz and can aid in alignment of the pump beam to optimize THz
generation and detection.

0 60 120 180 240 300 360

P
o

w
e
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-
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-
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Figure 2.2: THz power generated by optical rectification in GaP as polarization is rotated around the [110] axis

compared to the theoretical polarization response given in equation 2.5. Also shown is the power of green light

(520 nm) generated by second harmonic generation, bothmeasured using the instrument built in this work.
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Choice of Generation Material

Ideally, the phase of the generated THz pulse should move through the generation
material at the same rate as the IR group velocity, as this velocity matching would
help elicit the gradual amplification of the THz field. This is often not the case in real
nonlinear crystals however, as dispersion leads to spatial, and therefore temporal delay
between the group and phase velocities, which are given by

vgr(ω) =
∂ω

∂k
; vph(ω) =

ω

k
(2.6)

respectively. In the book Principles of Terahertz, Lee explains that ZnTe is the most
widely used material for generation of THz EM radiation due to its low dispersion
and therefore, exceptional phase matching.35 However, due to previously mentioned
symmetries in the susceptibility tensor, any crystal with the space group F 4̄3m (GaP,
GaAs, InP, etc.) will be able to generate THz through OR. Work by Hoffman et al. has
compared the generation of THz light in multiple nonlinear crystals and have shown
that LiNbO3 and GaP far outperform ZnTe at 1035 nm.36 However, while LiNbO3
(deff = 152.4 pm/V) has a much higher nonlinear coefficient than GaP (deff = 21.7

pm/V) and therefore, better generation efficiency, it requires a more complex tilted pulse
front setup to accommodate phase mismatch caused by its high refractive index.37 Negel
et al. also report that GaP is a better material for THz generation than other III-V
semiconductors like ZnTe and GaAs due to better phase matching.38 Table 2.1 compares
important properties of common THz generation crystals.

Table 2.1: Common materials used for generating THz EM radiation, where deff is the highest nonlinear coeffi-

cient.

deff Bandwidth
Material (pm/V) (THz) Space group
GaP 21.7 6.5 F 4̄3m
GaAs 46.139 2.5 F 4̄3m
ZnTe 9040 3.5 F 4̄3m
LiNbO3 152.4 2.5 R3c
DAST 49041 16+ C2/m
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Figure 2.3: A comparison of simulated THz pulses and the resulting spectra. The inset figure shows two pulses

of different temporal lengths of the formE = E0e
−αt2 cos (ωt), while the outset plot shows the spectra after

Fourier transform. Pulses shorter in time produce wider bandwidth spectra.

In generating THz through OR, the thickness of the crystal plays a critical role in
both efficiency and bandwidth. Due to phase mismatch, there is a direct trade off
between the thickness of the crystal in the conversion of IR to THz and THz phase
delay that leads to pulse width broadening in time. Due to dispersion, thinner crystals
provide higher bandwidth as there is reduced temporal widening of the pulse. However,
when the volume of the crystal that IR passes through is reduced, so to is the efficiency
of generation, which scales with the volume that the beam occupies in the material.
Fig 2.3 illustrates the effect of pulse broadening in the resulting spectra after Fourier
transformation on simulated pulse envelopes.

In terms of dispersion, the generation crystal should ideally be infinitesimally thin as
to minimize the broadening of the pulse, however as the crystal thickness approaches
the pulse length there is the risk of self-interference due to internal reflections. The
coherence length lc is defined as the distance the THz pulse can propagate before its
phase is retarded by π/2 and is written

lc =
c

2νTHz|ngr − nTHz|
(2.7)
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where ngr and nph the group and phase indices of refraction and depend on vgr and
vph. Zhao et al. posit that the bandwidth of THz generated becomes saturated as
the generation crystal becomes thinner and that the ideal crystal thickness is 0.2 mm.42

This implies that there is interest in keeping the crystal thickness longer than lc to avoid
destructive interference and saturation of the crystal. According to Wu et al., GaP has
wider spectral bandwidth than either GaAs or ZnTe due to carrier mobility and can
reach up to 6.5 THz.43 Cui et al. report 20x amplitude increase in generation of 6.5
THz with grating etched 0.2 mm GaP.44 This is due to group and phase index matching
based on diffraction angle, which induces amplification of the electric field. The unit
cell and (110) plane of GaP, a F 4̄3m crystal, can be seen in Fig. 2.4.

Figure 2.4: Image on the left shows the unit cell of GaP and the image on the right is the (110) plane of GaP, illus-
trating the bonds that allow incoming photons of a given polarization to couple to the electrons and generate THz

light throughOR.

The spectral bandwidth of generation is largely dominated by absorption processes
in the THz range due to the fact that noncentrosymmetric symmetry leads to the
presence of polarity/dipole moments and therefore, absorptions due to these processes.
Transverse-optical (TO) phonon modes are the predominate absorption present in most
generation crystals.45 The lowest phonon mode of ZnTe is 5.3 THz, greatly hampering
any ability to produce spectral content above that region, even at cryogenic levels. The
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lowest phonon mode in GaP is 11 THz,46 although this can be greatly reduced if the
generation crystal is cooled to 80 K.47 Generation with OR in organic crystals, such as 4-
N,N-dimethylamino-4’-N’-methyl-stilbazolium tosylate (DAST), can reach a bandwidth
of up to 30 THz.48 Although DAST has considerably higher nonlinear coefficient (deff =
490 pm/V41), the group and phase velocity matching criteria is only met with 1550 nm
light. Also, in addition to significant TO phonon modes between 1-5 THz, the resultant
THz fields are much more complex in both time and frequency domains, and therefore
pose increased challenges in interpreting data collected with THz light generated by
DAST.

It is possible to generate ultrabroadband THz light through OR. Kampfrath reports
good phase matching in GaSe, which can lead to high bandwidth of up to 40 THz,49

however these crystals have to be on the order of 10 µm thin and glued to thicker (001)
cut windows of the same crystal to reduce destructive interference from internal reflec-
tions. They also point out the difficulty and cost of manufacturing these optics, and that
the presence of the glue interface can still lead to problematic internal reflections. GaSe
is also minorly birefringent, making nonlinear detection difficult. Moreover, generation
above 400 cm−1 (∼12 THz) is largely unnecessary as it is beyond the THz region and
most commercial IR spectrometers are easily capable of generation in this range.

In terms of designing a broadband THz spectrometer for rapid characterization, a
source that can generate a high bandwidth and clean spectrum should ideally be chosen.
While DAST and GaSe can generate ultrabroadband spectra, the degradation of organic
crystals and accompanying complexity of the electric field of DAST, and birefringence
and complexity of manufacturing thin windows of GaSe make them difficult to work
with. Of the available nonlinear semiconductor sources, GaP is broadband and has its
lowest TO phonon mode is well above the maximum generation frequency. Also, the
damage threshold of GaP far exceeds that of any organic crystal, and (110) cut GaP is
also readily available as semiconductor wafer.
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2.1.2 THz Detection

Much like THz generation, the detection of THz radiation can also make use of nonlinear
polarization effects in noncentrosymmetric materials∗ in order to measure the intensity
of the electric field of the THz pulse. As previously discussed, THz-TDS is accomplished
by tracing out the intensity of the electric field through a method called electro-optic
sampling (EOS)50,51, which uses the electro-optic effect to measure the electric field
of the THz pulse at different points in time. The electro-optic effect describes how a
nonlinear material’s optical properties change with the application of a static or slowly
varying external electric field. This effect can induce a change in polarization of a
beam travelling through such a material. When a material’s index of refraction changes
linearly with an applied electric field, this is known as the Pockels effect52,53,54.

The Pockels effect

As introduced in the previous section, birefringence is a property of transparent media
in which light is refracted differently depending on its polarization with respect to the
specific crystal planes of the material and, therefore, is a function of the susceptibility
tensor. The Pockels effect can be thought of as a form of birefringence induced by an
electric field and can be used to detect THz EM radiation. Since the index of refraction
only varies slightly in relation to the applied electric field, it can be approximated with
a Taylor series expansion as

n(E) = n(0) +
dn

dE
E +

1

2

d2n

dE2
E2 + ... (2.8)

Although the Pockels effect is a second order nonlinear effect due to polarization changes
in a nonlinear crystal, also known as a Pockels cell, it is considered a first order effect in
terms of change of refractive index (i.e., first order as a function of electric field n(E)).†

It is a very similar process to optical rectification, however, a material’s response to the
incident electric field is referred to in terms of the electro-optic coefficient (rijk) instead

∗or photoconductive antennas, however, this work relies solely on the use of nonlinear optical
effects.

†Although they are usually orders of magnitude weaker, higher order effects can be measured.
The quadratic electro-optic effect, for example, is called the Kerr effect and is the basis for
electro-optical Kerr effect which is used to design EO modulators.
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of the nonlinear coefficient (deff ). These can be related through the susceptibility tensor
as55

∆ni =
1

ni
(χ

(2)
ijk · Ek) ∆ni = −1

2
n3
i (rijk · Ek)

rijk = −
2 · χ(2)

ijk

n4
i

(2.9)

In lossless media, the electro-optic coefficient is the same as the nonlinear coefficient,
however this is not often the case. The negative in this relationship implies that these
effects are inversely complementary, and therefore materials ideal for THz generation
will also be ideal for EOS.

A Pockels cell comprised of a nonlinear material that is used for detection can be
thought of as a voltage controlled waveplate, where the application of the electric field
induces a quasi-static change to the birefringence much like that of a conventional
waveplate. The polarization response due to the external field can be written as

P
(2)
i (ω) =

∑
j

ϵ0χ
(2)
ij Ej(ω) (2.10)

Here we can see that the polarization only depends on the electric field of one photon,
compared to optical rectification which requires two-photon absorption. In terms of
choosing the optimal material for creating the Pockels cell, the material should show
no birefringence under normal incidence without the presence of an electric field. For-
tunately, crystals with the F 4̄3m space group are optically isotropic in χ(1) and thus,
are good candidates for EOS.

Because of the innate similarities between OR and the EO effect, many of the same
restrictions of OR apply equally to EOS. Phase and group velocities play a similarly
large role in EOS as they do in OR. The crystal thickness is directly proportional to the
response amplitude, however it also leads to larger phase mismatch. Table 2.2 shows
various EO materials and their performance in EOS, including the wavelength at which
group and phase velocities match, λ0, the effective electro-optic coefficient reff , and
lowest phonon mode, νphonon. Wu et al. have shown that a 0.3 - 1 mm thick GaP for
detection with 1060 nm light is the best choice for EO crystal, and that the THz phase
index of refraction matches the IR group velocity at 8.43 THz.43 GaP is described as
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Table 2.2: Properties of common EOS materials used in THz-TDS. Here λ0 is the IR wavelength in which phase

matching in the nonlinear medium occurs, reff is the effective electro-optic coefficient, and νphonon is the lowest
TO phonon. Data from Y. Lee’s Principles fo Terahertz.35

Material λ0 (µm) reff (pm/V) νphonon (THz)
ZnTe 0.8 4.04 5.3
CdTe 0.97 6.8 4.3
GaP 1.06 1.43 11
InP 1.22 1.4756 9.2
GaAs 1.35 0.97 11

the ideal material for high bandwidth EO sampling by Pradarutti et al. due to phase
mismatch in other material with higher reff , such as CdTe.57

Fig. 2.5 shows an experimentally measured THz pulse collected using a 0.3 mm GaP
for detection. The lack of broadening seen in the pulse on the left leads to the full-
width half-max (FWHM) of the pulse to be around 0.2 ps which leads to broadband
THz generation, as can be seen in the spectrum on the right. The pulse compression
of the laser, which is related to the pulse length of the IR envelope, can be adjusted in
the laser settings, as can be seen in Fig. 2.6, where the plot shows the effect of pulse
compression on the THz bandwidth. Changing this value emulates the effect of pulse
broadening in OR and EO crystals and shows the reduction of bandwidth as the pulse
length increases.
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Figure 2.5: The THz pulse generated and detected by 0.3mmGaP shown in time (left) and the resulting spectrum

after Fourier transform (right).
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As the corresponding pulse length of all these spectra are all ≤ 1 ps, and given that
the rise and fall time of electrical circuits are typically picoseconds to nanoseconds,58

there is a need for the implementation of clever optical techniques to measure the profile
of the THz pulse. This can be accomplished through balanced photodetection.

Balanced Photodetection

In THz-TDS the NIR beam is initially split into two different paths, the pump and
probe. The pump is the portion of the beam used in THz generation, while the probe is
what is actually measured. In order to measure the magnitude of the THz electric field,
both beams are collinearly transmitted through the Pockels cell, which is comprised
of a nonlinear crystal. When both optical paths are of equal length, the time taken
for the THz pulse to traverse the instrument is the same to that of the probe pulse.
Consequently, the electric field of the THz pulse is able to induce the Pockels effect
and changes the polarization of the collinear IR probe beam from linear to elliptical. If
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there is no THz light present, passing the beam through a λ/4 waveplate changes the
linear polarization to circular. However, if THz is present, then the beam polarization
is changed to elliptical. The beam can then be steered through a Wollaston prism which
splits the vertical and horizontal components of the beam to be measured by balanced
photodetection (BPD).

BPD measures the intensity of two beams relative to one another after the Wollas-
ton prism splits the orthogonal components of the beam into two separate beam paths.
These can subsequently be measured as a ratio that is directly proportional to the elec-
tric field intensity of the THz beam. The signal S(t) is the response of the photodiodes
of the detector to the intensity of the orthogonal components Ix and Iy. BPD therefore
measures phase delay of ellipticity of the probe. Since we are comparing the ratio of
the two polarizations, detector response is the normalized intensity of the electric field
E(t), and is recorded in arbitrary units (a.u.), although it is possible to calibrate the
instrument to measure changes in polarization in µrad.

2.1.3 Signal Processing

Now that methods for generation and detection of THz have been established, we now
turn to how data is collected and subsequently processed. Data in TDS is collected in
the time domain, however, in order to analyze its frequency components, it is necessary
to transform the data from the time domain to the frequency domain.

Fourier Transformation

The Fourier transform is a linear transformation that can be used to convert data from
the time domain to the frequency domain, and vice versa.

F (t)
FT−−→F̃ (ω)

This is accomplished by decomposing the signal F (t) into its underlying frequency com-
ponents

F̃ (ω) =
1√
2π

∫
F (t)e−iωtdt (2.11)
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where F̃ (ω) is the signal in units of frequency and the factor 1/
√
2π is convention.60 The

signal created by the THz pulse is continuous, however, in order to physically collect
signal through balanced photodetection it must be collected with an analog-to-digital
converter (ADC) which leads to the signal becoming discretized. Therefore, the Fourier
transform becomes the Discrete Fourier transform (DFT), where instead of collecting a
signal as a continuous function, it is sampled at repeating intervals. The equation for
the DFT becomes

x[k] =

N−1∑
n=0

x[n]e−i2π nk
N (2.12)

Here x[n] is the signal strength collected at point n, and N is the number of points that
have been sampled over.

The temporal separation between points nk and nk+1 determines the highest fre-
quency that can unambiguously be determined using DFT. If the sample rate of data
collection is too low, the signal is said to be undersampled, which can lead to results
that do not accurately convey the true ’essence’ of the analog information. This effect
is known as aliasing59 and can create artifacts which greatly distort high frequency
features in the data. The Nyquist frequency

fN =
N∆f

2
(2.13)

is the highest frequency that can be fully resolved from a signal and is equal to twice
the bandwidth (B). Since the bandwidth of the time domain is inversely proportional
to that of the frequency domain, data must be sampled at a rate of 1/2B Hz in order
to capture the full bandwidth. For a bandwidth of 5 THz, the signal must be collected
every 0.1 ps.

In recreating an analog signal in digital form, the resolution of features in the fre-
quency domain is limited by the number of data points collected. The resolution is
inversely proportional to the length of the scan collected as ∆f = 1/∆t. Therefore,
a 100 ps scan has 10 GHz resolution of spectral features. Zeros can be added to the
end of a scan to help artificially extend the number of points in the scan, and therefore
increase the resolution. It should be noted, however, that this method does not actually
create any new information. Instead zero padding is equivalent to interpolating data
and is a way of smoothing over the spectrum so as to make delineating meaningful data
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easier to accomplish with the same amount of data.
Since the Fourier transform retains complex information, TDS allows for an analysis of

the complex index of refraction. Anytime EM radiation is passed through some medium,
there is always a component that is refracted or reflected, and a component that is
absorbed. These can be related to the complex index of refraction by n̄ = n+ iκ, where
n is the real index of refraction relating to the components that are refracted/reflected,
and κ is the extinction coefficient which is related to the complex term and is used
to describe the absorption coefficient by α = κ · 2λ/c. By using amplitude and phase
information available in TDS, one can obtain optical parameters without the use of the
Kramers-Kronig relations.61 This is relevant for reasons that will become apparent in
the following chapter.

Suppressing Reflections

Due to the inverse nature between time and frequency resulting from the Fourier trans-
form, one is required to collect longer scans in order to obtain high resolution data to
deconvolve fine spectral features.‡ It is necessary to scan for 100 ps or more to increase
the resolution of the signal down to 10 GHz or less, however this becomes problematic
when employing thin GaP for optical rectification and electro-optic sampling as this
leads to the inclusion of spurious internal reflections, namely those formed by Fabry-
Pérot (FP) etalon modes. The presence of these reflections leads to oscillations that
form in the spectrum after Fourier transform, as can be seen in the top two plots in Fig.
2.7. The frequency of these oscillations is related to the temporal separation between
the main pulse and its reflections as ∆f = 1/∆t, where ∆t is the time taken by the
THz pulse to traverse the optical component and is given by

∆t =
2dni

c
(2.14)

Here ∆t is defined by the time required for light to traverse twice the thickness, d, of the
optically denser medium, and c is the speed of light. For a 0.3 mm thick GaP crystal
with nGaP = 3.34,62 these reflection occur at integer multiples of ∼7.5 ps after initial

‡Higher resolution does not always allow for spectral features to be fully distinguished. Ap-
pendix B introduces line shapes and shows how first and second derivatives can be used to help
separate features of the spectrum.
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pulse and all reflections of significant amplitude occur well within moderate resolution
scan length.

In order to remove the FP etalon effects, reflections of the main peak must be removed
from the signal. Arguably the easiest way to remove unwanted reflections is to employ
antireflection coatings. Ahmed et al. have recently shown that this can be accomplished
using carefully stacked films of Kapton™ tape on the optical component of interest.63

Other methods involve algorithmically removing the reflections from the time trace using
special mathematical functions. Naftaly et al. have posited that this is ideally done
by normalizing the signal and removing scaled copies of the main pulse convolved with
the Dirac delta function,64 however, due to phase mismatch originating from dispersion,
every subsequent reflection after the main pulse will undergo temporal distortions away
from the original pulse shape and therefore, will not be perfectly scaled copies of the
main pulse.

Another common method in other types of Fourier transform spectroscopy is to em-
ploy the use of special window functions to remove unwanted reflections. The reflection
removal process§ typically involves the use of special mathematical functions, referred
to as a window, that isolates the section to be removed and truncates that section of
the signal. Popular windows include Hamming/Hanning, sigmoidal, square functions,
... etc., however each have their own drawbacks. Whenever data is manipulated in
post-processing, there is a risk of introducing artifacts that can give rise to erroneous
features in the spectrum. Therefore, these window functions must be carefully chosen
in order to mitigate major distortions in the resulting spectrum.

§This is often referred to as apodization in FTIR spectroscopy
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Figure 2.7: Top plots a) and b) show a 30 ps THz waveform displaying the first 3 internal reflections from the gen-

eration GaP as well as the spectrum of this waveform after Fourier transform. c) and d) show the same THz pulse

with internal reflections removed using a sigmoid window centered around the main peak along with respective

spectrum, and e) and f) show reflection removal using the same sigmoid window, now centered instead around

individual reflections, along with the resulting spectrum.

Traditionally, window functions are often centered around the main pulse and trun-
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cate all data that occurs after the beginning of the first reflection. This can be seen in
the middle two plots in Fig. 2.7. However, when using a 0.3 mm GaP for generation
and detection, this cannot be done without occluding all data occurring 7.5 ps after
pulse due to the proximity of the first reflection to the main pulse. This leads to a
serious reduction in resolving power even when zero padding is utilized. Instead, we can
elect to use multiple smaller window functions centered around individual reflections in
order for them to be removed. In this scenario, minimal data is lost in the reflection
removal process, preserving the bulk of the spectral data collected in a scan. Moreover,
the window size can be iteratively increased to accommodate pulse broadening through
dispersive media, thus ensuring only the reflection data is removed.

The top plots in Fig. 2.7 shows a longer time trace which includes the three largest
measurable reflections, as well as the spectrum after Fourier transform. Here we can
easily see the FP fringes present in the spectrum. The middle plots show the effect of
the reflection removal process when the sigmoid window function is centered around
the main pulse. While the FP fringes have been removed, so to has the vast majority
of spectral information present in the time trace. The bottom plots in Fig. 2.7 show
reflection centered sigmoid windows. The accompanying spectrum now shows the FP
fringes removed while preserving the high resolving power of the longer time trace.

The shape of the sigmoid window can be modified by changing function parameters,
and therefore, a sigmoid window can be thought of as a customizable Hanning/Hamming
window. By choosing appropriate parameters, one can tweak the size, shape, and offset
of the window to ensure all reflections are appropriately handled. The sigmoid function
is expressed as

Λ =

(
1

1 + e(−s(t−t1))

)
·
(

1

1 + e(s(t−t2))

)
(2.15)

where t1,2 are the initial and final points to form the window around, respectively, and
s is the steepness of the sigmoid transition. For small values of s the window appears
Gaussian in nature, however as s → ∞, Λ effectively becomes a unit box function.
Examples of the sigmoid window with varying steepness parameters can be seen in Fig.
2.8.
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Figure 2.8: Shape of the sigmoid window transition with varying steepness parameter.

2.2 Attenuated Total Reflection

Having now discussed the generation and detection of THz light, as well as TDS signal
collection and processing, we now turn to optical methods for mitigating absorptions
from solvents and ambient humidity, as these can lead to erroneous absorptions that
greatly impede characterization. Attenuated total reflection (ATR) is a technique com-
monly used in spectroscopy that allows incident EM radiation to be tangentially applied
to a sample by passing the beam through a transparent prism on which the sample re-
sides. Unlike other types of spectroscopy, EM radiation is not actually transmitted
through the sample. Instead, the internal reflection of the beam at the top interface
creates an evanescent wave that extends normal to the prism face. An example of a
prism can be seen in Fig. 2.9, showing the geometry that allows for internal reflection of
the transmitted beam and the resulting evanescent wave. The beam is attenuated when
its frequency components are absorbed by a sample placed at the point of formation
of the evanescent wave. This technique offers numerous advantages over transmission
and reflection experiments, including the ability to scan samples that require little to
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no preparation or in conditions that would not normally be permitted, such as in highly
absorbing media. ATR has found use in IR spectroscopy for many decades and is a well
established technique for evaluating samples in which transmission experiments are pro-
hibited. A full, in-depth description of the technique can be found in Griffiths Fourier
Transform Infrared Spectrometry.65

θp

θB

θc

Ee

Figure 2.9: Cross-section of an ATR prismmade out of HRFZ Si, showing important angles. With carefully chosen

θp, the refracted beamwill satisfy total internal reflection and become polarized.

As previously discussed, many polar solvents such as water have strong absorptions
in the THz region due to polarization effects and hydrogen bonding between molecules.
These absorptions can strongly attenuate the signal and prohibit transmission measure-
ments as data of interest becomes overshadowed by the absorption peaks of the solvent.
While there is great interest in understanding low energy phenomena in the liquid state,
such as solvent cage interactions of photocatalytic species66 or DNA interactions,67

these require scans to be completed with the species of interest dissolved in appropriate
solvents. Contamination from polar solvents in the resulting spectra greatly impedes
characterization of these types of interactions. When these scans are performed using
ATR, peak amplitudes of highly absorbing solvents reduce to the same scale as the
analytes of interest. This reduction is due to the interaction of the beam with the
sample being reduced from the volume of detection to the cross-sectional area of detec-
tion. While there are reports of the use of ATR in THz-TDS scans of organic species in
water68 and heavily carrier doped semiconductors,69 these often use geometries which
lead to ease of use rather than optimized for THz light.

The following subsections outline the theory of how the beam is internally reflected
and the penetration depth of the resulting evanescent wave, as well as the optimization
of prism geometry for THz light. With these advantages, an efficient model for ATR in
the THz region is formed.
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2.2.1 Evanescent Field and Penetration Depth

When a beam passes through an interface from an optically dense medium to an optically
rare medium, the direction of the beam’s propagation is refracted. Snell’s law describes
how the angle of the beam is altered at this interface as

sin θ1
sin θ2

=
n2

n1
(2.16)

where n1 and n2 are the refractive indices of the optically dense and rare media, respec-
tively. The critical angle, θc, is defined as the angle in which the beam is refracted 90◦

to the normal of the interface and is written θc = sin−1(n2/n1). When the angle of
incidence is greater than the critical angle, θi ≥ θc, the beam is said to be internally
reflected. Fig. 2.10 shows how increasing the angle of incidence leads to internal reflec-
tion of the beam. If a beam undergoes internal reflection in a non-absorbing medium,
there is no energy transfer as the beam is totally reflected and confined to the internal
reflecting element. However, since the electric and magnetic fields of photons oscillate
perpendicular to the direction of propagation, they can couple to surrounding environ-
ment just beyond the interface. This phenomena is known as an evanescent wave and
is the basis for how ATR operates.

The term evanescent is used to describe something fading away. In this case, it
refers to the exponential decay of the electric/magnetic fields that extend beyond the
interface. If the electric field of the beam lies in the plane of incidence, also referred
to as p-polarized, the electric field will be perpendicular to the the boundary and its
evanescent field Ee will decays as

Ee = E0e
zdp (2.17)

for a beam propagating in the z direction. The penetration depth, dp, of Ee into the
sample is defined as the distance at which the exponential is equal to one, or when the
field has decayed to 1/e of its surface intensity.70 This depth is written as

dP =
λ

2πn1

√
sin2 θi −

(
n2
n1

)2
(2.18)
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Figure 2.10: As lightmoves through the interfacebetween twomediawithdifferent indicesof refraction, thebeam
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)
. The inset image showshowtotal internal reflection leads toanon-uniform

plane wave, as longer wavelengths penetrate further beyond the surface. Also shown here is the Goos-Hänchen

shift which describes the lateral displacement of the point of reflection.

where λ is the wavelength in the denser medium, θi is the angle of incidence with respect
to the normal of the interface, and n1,2 refer to the index of refraction of the prism
and the sample in which the evanescent field propagates, respectively. As equation
2.18 shows, the penetration depth of the evanescent wave into this material depends
directly on the wavelength of light passing through. This leads to the generation of a
non-uniform plane wave that occurs at the point of formation of the evanescent wave
which propagates parallel along the interface as a surface wave with a polarization that
matches that of the incident THz beam.71

Theoretically, one should be able to scan an area as small as the focal point within
the diffraction limit, however, refraction and the Goos-Hänchen shift skew the minimum
possible spot size. As previously discussed, refraction is the change of direction of the
beams propagation and leads to divergence of the beam due to dispersion of different
wavelengths, while the Goos-Hänchen shift is the lateral shift of the point of reflection
at the boundary. As the light passes through the interface of the prism, the constituent
wavelengths are refracted at different angles leading to a lateral smearing of the focus
at the point of formation of the evanescent wave. This dispersion leads to a loss of
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collimation and spread of wave vectors, k⃗, based on frequency.
The expanded portion of Fig. 2.10 shows how the lateral smearing of frequencies in

the evanescent wave leads to a nonuniform plane wave, since dp changes based on wave-
length. While ATR spectra commonly resemble transmission spectra, it is important
to note that longer wavelengths penetrate deeper into the sample, and therefore ab-
sorption bands at longer wavelengths are stronger than those at shorter wavelengths.71

One interesting feature of the evanescent wave propagating as a plane wave along the
interface of the prism is the change in selection rules available for coupling. When TE
polarized light arrives as p-polarized, surface plasmon-polaritons are formed along the
boundary, making it possible to access longitudinal modes that are normally prohibited
in transmission experiments.71

Due to longer penetration depth of THz light, different configurations of ATR experi-
ments can be utilized to allow for scanning to occur without contact of the sample. The
Otto configuration refers to when the sample is in direct contact with the prism,72,73

while the Kretschmann configuration refers to the inclusion of a dielectric gap between
the sample and the prism,74 usually in the form of an air gap. The presence of an air
gap in the Kretschmann configuration allows for non-contact analysis and can also be
used for tuning of the frequencies involved in the experiment based on the distance of
the gap.75

2.2.2 Brewster’s Angle Optimization

Internal reflection within the prism depends not only on the index of refraction of the
prism, but also on that of the sample. Internal reflection can only occur when the sample
has a lower index of refraction than that of the prism material. Subsequently, there is
interest in using a material with a high index of refraction to construct the prism as this
would allow for a much broader range of samples in which internal reflection is permitted.
This becomes problematic however, as THz sources are often highly inefficient and
reflective losses due to a high refractive index material can greatly reduce the power of
the beam.

The Fresnel coefficients describe how light of different polarizations is reflected or
transmitted at material interfaces. The reflection and transmission coefficients for s-
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and p-polarization are written as

rs =
n1 cos θ1 − n2 cos θ2
n1 cos θ1 + n2 cos θ2

; ts = 1 + rs

rp =
n1 sec θ1 − n2 sec θ2
n1 sec θ1 + n2 sec θ2

; tp = (1 + rp)
cos θ1
cos θ2

These coefficients give the ratio of the power of the beam that is transmitted or reflected
as a function of the angle of incidence with respect to the optical axis. Fig. 2.11 shows
the value of reflection power for p-polarized light versus angle of incidence for various
candidate prism materials. As seen in Fig 2.11, each of these materials have a specific
angle of incidence at which the reflected power is minimized. This angle depends on the
materials index of refraction and is known as Brewster’s angle.
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Figure 2.11: A plot of TE reflection rp as a function of θi, showing p-polarized reflection for the interface of the
materials in table 2.3 and air, withminimized reflected losses at Brewster’s angle.

Many ATR designs implement a prism angle of 45◦ in an attempt to reduce changes
in alignment due to refraction.68,76,77,78,79 When the prism angle is set to 45◦ and the
angle of incidence is 0◦, r = (n1−n2)

(n1+n2)
and there is no refraction of the beam. If the

internal reflection element is made out of a material with a low refractive index, such
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as HDPE, the reflective loss at 45◦ is fairly minimal, about 1/5 of the incident power.
However if the prism material has a high refractive index, such as LiNbO3, the beam will
lose roughly 2/3 of power to reflections. This is an important point since total internal
reflection will only occur if the sample has a refractive index that is less than that of the
prism. So, while reflection loss is minimal for prism material with low refractive index,
so to is the number of samples one can scan, however, the reflective losses of a prism
made out of a material with a refractive index are substantial. However, if the angle of
the incident beam is set to Brewster’s angle for a given prism material, the reflective
losses will be minimized and the prism angle θp can be determined. For high-resistivity
float-zone silicon (HRFZ Si), nSi = 3.42, these angles are

θc = sin−1

(
nair

nSi

)
= sin−1

(
1

3.42

)
= 17.02◦

θB = tan−1

(
3.42

1

)
= 73.70◦

θp = 90− θB = 16.30◦

Table 2.3 shows the index of refraction nTHz, critical angle θc, and resulting prism angle
θp for different eligible prism materials.

Table 2.3: Indices of refraction for different candidate prism materials, along with the angles needed for prism

geometry to satisfy both critical and Brewster’s angles.

Material nTHz θc(
◦) θp(

◦)

Teflon 1.4 46◦ 35.54
HDPE 1.55 40.18 32.83
z-cut Quartz 2.1 28.44 25.46
HRFZ Si 3.42 17.02 16.30
LiNbO3 5 11.54 11.31

EOS is also highly sensitive to polarization, so it is beneficial to ensure the beam is
polarized before scanning the sample and collecting the spectral data with EOS. A prism
cut to Brewster’s angle will act as a Brewster polarizer to the beam, and therefore ensure
proper polarization of the beam for EOS. This also offers the advantage of allowing the
choice of how the beams TE or TM polarization will couple to the prism interface by
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simply rotating the prism 90◦ around the optical axis. Therefore, the selection rules can
be easily manipulated by simple rotation of the prism.

The choice of prism angle such that incident light will arrive at Brewster’s angle is
advantageous with regard to penetration depth as well. For HRFZ Si cut to Brewster’s
angle (θi = 72.98◦), dp = 36.6 µm and 9.14 µm for 1 THz and 4 THz (wavelengths
300 µm and 74.95 µm), respectively¶. At θi = 45◦, dp = 30.6 µm and 7.66 µm for 1
THz and 4 THz, respectively. So with a prism cut to Brewster’s angle, there is a 20%
increase in penetration depth.

One consideration to be aware of is the attenuation of the beam through the prism. In
selecting the prism angle θp it is necessary to weigh the difference between the advantage
of Brewster’s angle vs losses from attenuation through material. In most materials where
Brewster’s angle occurs at a prism angle, θp ≤ θc, the path length of the beam through
the prism is shorter than it would be at θp = 45◦, and therefore, the attenuation is
reduced.

¶The penetration depth of 1 THz this is roughly the length of a human skin cell (30 µm),
while average a4 printer paper thickness is approx. 100 µm
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Real travel requires a maximum of unscheduled
wandering, for there is no other way of discovering
surprises and marvels, which, as I see it, is the
only good reason for not staying at home.

Alan Watts

3
Experimental Methods

This chapter details the experimental design and physical parameters of the
THz-TDS system constructed in this work, including the power calibration as compared
to a commercial THz detector, as well as methods for determining instrument perfor-
mance. The instrument was built in such a way that allows for measurements to be
made with either collimated or focused THz light. One benefit of this setup is the ability
to perform both transmission and ATR experiments without major modifications to the
apparatus, thus facilitating rapid characterization of samples in different beam profiles.

3.1 Instrument Parameters

Time domain spectroscopy requires a time trace to be collected by comparing two sep-
arate beam paths within the instrument. The beam is initially split into two beams,
the pump and probe, using a 90/10 beam splitter. The pump side of the beam utilizes
a mechanical delay stage which changes the path length relative to that of the probe.
This allows for the temporal scanning to be done with spatial stepping. The pump itself
is never directly detected, instead the probe beam is steered to the detector and has
its polarization modulated as it passes through the EOS crystal, which in turn has its
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Figure 3.1: Diagram of the full THz-TDS spectrometer, with IR depicted as red rays and THz depicted by green.

The beam is initially passed through a 90/10 beam splitter (BS) where the higher power beam (pump) goes on to

generate the THz pulse, and the lower power beam (probe) is sent to the balanced photodetector (BPD). Before

reaching the detector, the probe is first polarized with a Brewster polarizer (BP), and then steered through (110)

GaP collinearlywith the generatedTHzpulsewhich changes its polarization via thePockels effect. It is this change

in polarization that is ultimately measured. The THz section of the physical instrument can be seen in the top left

corner.
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birefringence altered through the application of incident THz EM radiation.
Fig. 3.1 depicts the THz-TDS apparatus designed and constructed for this work

using the theory outlined in the previous chapter. A 1040 nm ytterbium-doped pulsed
fibre laser (KMLabs Y-Fi HP) with 131 fs∗ pulse duration (FWHM NIR bandwidth
40 nm, 10 MHz repetition rate, 1 µJ pulse energy) illuminated a 0.3 mm thick (110)
GaP crystal in order to generate THz through optical rectification. Detection was
performed using an additional 0.3 mm GaP crystal to modulate the polarization of
the probe through the electro-optic effect. The resulting changes in polarization were
split into orthogonal components using a Wollaston prism (Thorlabs) and measured
using a balanced photodetector (New Focus inc. Nirvana model 2007). The signal was
demodulated using a lock-in detector (Stanford Research Systems Model SR830 DSP, 30
ms time constant, 997 Hz chopper frequency, 18dB roll off) and subsequently collected
with a National Instruments USB 6212 DaQ.

On the pump side of the instrument, the generation GaP is placed at the focus of a 2
inch focal point off-axis parabolic (OAP) mirror, which collects and collimates the THz
light. After collimation, a 1 mm thick piece of PTFE set to Brewster’s angle acts as a
Brewster’s polarizer as well as a filter to remove any stray IR light. The THz beam is
subsequently steered to another 4 inch focal point OAP mirror which focuses the light
before sending it to another OAP mirror, recollimating the light. Finally, another OAP
mirror with a through-hole focuses the THz onto the detection GaP while also passing
through the probe beam collinearly through the detection crystal.

3.1.1 Power Calibration

In order to calibrate the instrument, the beam power measured by EOS must be com-
pared to a known detector. Power is defined as

P =

∫
I · dA =

∫
E2 · dA (3.1)

where I, A, and E are intensity, area, and electric field strength, respectively. In this
work, the THz power was measured with a homemade far IR detector that had been
calibrated against a commercial THz power meter (Gentec THZ5B-BL-DZ-D0). An

∗This value has been confirmed via FROG measurements from the KM Labs performance
report.
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example of the focused THz beam captured with a 32x32 pixel thermopile IR camera
(Heimann HTPA32x32d) can be seen in Fig. 3.2. The aperture of this camera was
2.6 mm, indicating the FWHM of the beam is roughly 0.5 mm, which is close to the
diffraction limit of ∼0.3 mm. Also shown in this figure is a plot of the normalized
THz intensity signal vs average laser power. Using values collected with the calibrated
detector, the average THz power was determined to be 27.5 µW (3.05×10−6 conversion
efficiency). This value can then be compared to the power calculated from EOS.
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Figure 3.2: Left: Beam profile of the first THz focus where the sample resides, collectedwith 32x32 pixel infrared

thermopile array. The aperture size of the camera is 2.6 mm, indicating FWHM≤ 0.5 mm, while the beam power

was measured to be roughly 27.5µW. Right: the normalized THz intensity signal as measured by BPD vs the inci-

dent laser power.

EO electric field strength measured by the BPD signal is due to the EO effect,42,80

where the EO induced ellipticity of the beam is detected after the incoming beam is split
into two perpendicularly polarized beams. The signal S(t) = ∆I/I0 = (Ix−Iy)/(Ix+Iy)

is the normalized difference in intensity measured by BPD. This ratio is a direct measure
of the ellipticity of the beam and is recorded as a function of the temporal delay between
the THz and the probe.49

Since the THz electric field strength is proportional to the phase delay ∆ϕ seen by the
photodiodes, the signal can be related to the electric field as a function of the response
of the detection crystal, ∆I/I0 ∝ ∆ϕ. Jepsen et al. have reported that the phase delay
of the horizontally polarized component of the beam is81

∆ϕ = sin

(
2πn3

GaP r41tGaPETHzL

λ0

)
≈

2πn3
GaP r41tGaPETHzL

λ0
(3.2)
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where nGaP = 3.34 is the index of refraction of GaP at 1040 nm,62 r41 = 0.88 pm/V
is the EO coefficient of GaP,82 L = 0.3 mm, and λ0 = 1040 nm. Here tGaP has been
included to account for transmission losses at the EO crystal face and is calculated from
Fresnel coefficient at normal incidence (tGaP = 0.46). Since r41 is so small, equation 3.2
can be simplified using the small angle approximation. Therefore, ETHz = βϕ ×∆I/I0,
where

βϕ =
λ0

2πn3
0r41tGaPL

(3.3)

For 0.3 mm thick GaP with normal incidence βϕ = 365.8 kV/cm. This leads to a peak
electric field strength of ETHz = 1.15 kV/cm within the GaP for signals on the order
of 40 mV. This, however, is the instantaneous power at the peak of the pulse and in
order to find the full THz power to compare to the calibrated detector one would need
to integrate over time. Equation 3.1 then becomes∫ ∫

E2 · dAdt =
∫ 2π

0
dA ·

∫ t2

t1

(
βϕ × ∆I

I

)2

dt (3.4)

relating the two detection methods. Given that the area of detection on the EO crystal
does not vary with time, the first integral becomes a constant and is equal to the FWHM
of the THz beam on the EO crystal. Taking the area of detection of the FWHM to
be 0.4 mm2, the second integral in equation 3.4 can be calculated over the time trace.
The power calculated by EOS with this method is equal to 19.9 µW, however since
the fraction of the Gaussian beam profile contained within the FWHM is 0.76, the
total adjusted beam power becomes 26.3 µW.† Comparing the two methods of power
measurements shows that they are close in value, within 95%.

3.1.2 Signal-to-Noise and Dynamic Range

Noise is an ever present obstacle when detecting low power signals. When collecting
spectral data for samples it is important to mitigate noise, as it is quite often easier to
reduce noise than it is to increase signal power. Sources of noise can be attributed to
the variation in laser stability,58 fluctuations in air currents, or even vibrations present

†The calibrated detector sensor is square and has an area of 0.51 mm2, therefore calibrated
power measurement is actually overestimated compared to circular EOS signal by a2−(a/2)2π =
1− π/4.
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in the optics table itself. Of these, changes in the laser spectrum over time quite often
lead to the largest variations in the resulting spectra. Fig 3.3 shows two different
reference scans taken approximately 5 hours apart. The increase in amplitude of the
THz spectrum can be attributed to the fluctuations in laser power as well as drifting
of the spectral content. These changes and the resulting effect on the THz spectrum
are expanded upon in Appendix A. Since it is impossible to avoid variations between
scans, it is useful to average over numerous scans. In Gaussian statistics, variability is
proportional to 1/

√
N , and therefore the easiest way to reduce errors is to increase N .

This is done by averaging over many scans, sometimes as many as 100s or 1000s.
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Figure 3.3: The plot on the left shows two reference scans taken∼5 hours apart. The plot on the left shows the

changes in the resulting absorption spectra due to drifting in laser power and spectral content.

Two useful metrics in determining instrument performance are the signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR) and the dynamic range (DR). While these quantities are distinct, both of
these values relate how the instrument’s signal is distinct from the background variability
in two subtly different ways. SNR measures the minimum quantifiable signal and is the
ratio of mean peak signal over the standard deviation of the peak between scans, while
DR indicates the maximum detectable signal and is the ratio of peak signal to the
standard deviation of the background noise.83 Formally written, these take the form

SNR =
Ē√

1
N

∑N
i=1(xi − µpeak)

(3.5)
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DR =
Epeak√

1
N

∑N
i=1(xi − µnoise)

(3.6)

where µpeak,noise are the mean values of the peak and noise, respectively. Table 3.1
contains the maximum SNR and DR values for both domains. It should be noted
that, while there is a single peak electric field point in the time domain, the frequency
spectrum does not contain a single corresponding point. Unfortunately, there is no
concise analytical way to relate SNR and DR from the time domain to the frequency
domain,83 therefore these values need to be calculated for each domain independently.
This leads to a strong frequency dependence for the SNR, as can be seen in Fig. 3.4.
Interestingly, here we see that the highest SNR value in the time trace occurs during
the first FP reflection instead of during the main pulse. This can be attributed to how
rapidly the signal changes during the collection of the main pulse. Any slight spatial
deviation caused by the delay stage can lead to a significant variation between scans.

Table 3.1: The maximum SNR and DR values for both time and frequency domains for a typical reference scan,

averaged over 5 scans.

Time Frequency
SNR 173 307
DR 579 412

As stated above, one way of reducing noise in the data is to average over multiple
scans. This can be done in either the time domain or frequency domain by averaging
the time trace or by averaging the resulting spectra after Fourier transformation. The
quality of the delay line has a direct correlation to the quality of the spectra that can be
obtained from the instrument. If the delay line has significant backlash, this can lead
to slight broadening in the pulse, and subsequent variation in low frequency data.83

This effect can be seen in Fig. 3.5. Shown here are two spectra, one produced from
data that had been averaged in the time domain and one that had been averaged in
the frequency domain. Overlayed on these is the ratio between time averaged data and
frequency averaged data, clearly showing the advantage of time averaging for resolving
low frequency features and reducing noise in this instrument.
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Figure 3.4: Top: The THz time trace with calculated SNR. Bottom: The resulting spectrum from above time trace

with associated SNR, showing the frequency dependence of the SNR.

3.2 Sample Preparation and Data Analysis

All of the samples collected in this work are reported in absorbance (a.u.) rather than
percent transmission (%T) or absorption coefficient (m−1). While absorption measure-
ments can yield more information (n + iκ) about the sample of interest, it requires
accurate knowledge the interaction volume of the beam through the sample which can
be difficult to gauge with mixed powder pellets or in ATR experiments. It should be
noted however, that absorbance, unlike the absorption coefficient, includes information
not only about physical absorption events, but also attenuation of the light by the sample
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quency domain. Time domain averaging aids in resolving low frequency features and reducing noise, as can be

seen in the ratio between time averaged and FT averaged spectra overlayed on the plot.

from additional processes such as scattering (eg., Mie scattering). Absorbance is defined
as the negative logarithm of the ratio of transmitted intensities, and is calculated by
comparing the sample spectrum with a reference spectrum ideally taken immediately
before or after the sample spectra is collected. This is to prevent erroneous features
arising from variations of the environment or from stability of the laser. Absorbance is
written as

A = − log

(
Isamp

Iref

)
(3.7)

where Isamp,ref are the intensities of the sample and reference spectra, respectively. The
use of absorbance is beneficial over using %T in that it makes small features much easier
to distinguish.

Given that absorbance is directly calculated from the ratio of intensities, the unit most
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often given for these measurements is that of arbitrary units (a.u.). This unit is what
will be used henceforth in this work. Although it is possible to calculate these values in
decibels (dB), this is, by definition, only a factor of 10 different then a.u., since dB ≡
−10 log10(Isamp/Iref ). The use of dB is convenient when exact path lengths of the beam
through the sample are known as it can yield dB/m which is useful in communications
devices, however, the use of a.u. is perfectly adequate when qualitatively analyzing
materials in spectroscopy.

3.2.1 Transmission Scans

Transmission experiments describe when the THz light is passed directly through a
sample, as can be seen in Fig. 3.6. Here is it possible to see the free induction decay
(FID) occurring directly after the main pulse that has been transmitted through a
sample. The presence of FID arises from the excitation of some fundamental process
in the sample emitting THz light after the pulse has passed. The spectral content
of this FID contains information about these processes and is extracted during the
Fourier transform. One caveat to consider when attempting transmission scans is the
generation of additional surface reflections caused by the sample that are not attributed
to the instrument itself.

Figure 3.6: An example of the reference pulse compared to the same pulse having been transmitted through

BiFeO3, showing the free induction decay of the pulse.

As discussed in the previous chapter, FP etalons are a troublesome hurdle in generat-
ing clean sample spectra. If either the sample or the mounting substrate are thicker than
the wavelength of the highest frequency, internal reflections can occur at these inter-
faces and therefore create FP fringes in the spectra. If the substrate is thick enough to
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cause reflections, the reference spectrum can be taken with the substrate present, which
will remove substrate reflections with the removal of the reference spectrum. However,
reflections from the sample cannot be accounted for in the reference and can still lead
to FP fringes. There are two main avenues for removing sample reflections. First, the
previously mentioned window functions can be utilized to remove the reflections from
the time trace, however this leads to potential artifacts being formed and sample data
being lost. The second way is to use powdered samples which can lead to diffuse scat-
tering of the beam and therefore, no measurable reflections. If the sample is placed in
the Rayleigh range of the beams focal point, the THz radiation acts as a plane wave
and most of the diffusely scattered light can be collected and recollimated with an OAP
mirror. Residual artifacts can still occur due to noise and other variations of the laser
though. Such artifacts can arise from local changes in humidity and subsequent changes
in the index of refraction of the air the IR beam passes through.

Transmission samples scanned in this work were mounted on 18±2 µm thick polyolefin
film, which is significantly thinner than the highest frequency wavelength of 5 THz. All
sample spectra collected were compared to a reference scan collected with the polyolefin
film present. This allows for the absorption power to be calculated without the need to
remove FP reflections, provided the sample does not introduce any additional reflections
that are not present in the reference scan.

3.2.2 ATR Scans

A prototype Brewster’s angle ATR prism was initially cut out of a 1 mm thick HRFZ Si
wafer. This prism was used to confirm the ability of HRFZ Si to be used as a satisfactory
material for the construction of the ATR prism. The time trace with and without the
prototype prism can be seen in Fig. 3.7, showing the delay of the main pulse by roughly
17 ps which confirms a path length of 1.5 mm using equation 2.14. Fig. 3.7 also shows
that, although the prism appears to work, it does not adequately capture the full beam,
as indicated by the presence of the main pulse at 0 ps. Therefore, a larger HRFZ Si
prism was fabricated from HRFZ Si stock (BATOP GmbH). Images of cutting the prism
and subsequent polishing can be seen in the right and middle images of Fig 3.8. The
prism was cut to a geometry that allows for all incoming THz light to be captured, and
polished to <λ/4 for 5 THz. The prism was then mounted in a 3 axis stage to allow for
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Figure 3.7: A plot of thewaveform of the ATR signal. Themain THz pulse can be seen at 0 ps, with 3 etalonmodes

successively occurring every 7.5 ps. A smaller, inverted copy of themain pulse occurring at 17 ps is the ATR signal.

A delay of 17 ps corresponds to a path length of 1.5mm through the HR Si prism (nSi = 3.42)

fine manipulation, as can be seen in the image on the right in Fig. 3.8

Figure 3.8: A series of images showing the fabrication of the ATR prism. The image on the left shows the prism

being cut from a block of HRFZ Si, while the middle image shows polishing of the prism. The image on the right

shows final prismmounted in a 3 axis stage.

ATR also allows for the prism to be built into the side of the purgebox, meaning that
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samples can be exchanged without introducing ambient humid air into the instrument.
As previously stated, this instrument has the additional advantage of allowing for both
transmission and ATR experiments to be run in either focused or collimated light. When
using an ATR prism cut the Brewster’s angle, experiments have the inherent benefit
of the internal reflecting element acting as a Brewster polarizer, which is beneficial for
EOS. Having the ability to polarize the THz before collecting a sample spectrum also
allows for the selection between electric or magnetic coupling with a sample by choosing
whether TE or TM polarized light arrives as p-polarized.

3.3 Humidity and Inert Gas Purging

One pervasive obstacle in generating a clean THz spectra for analysis is that of ambient
atmospheric humidity. Due to strong THz absorptions by water vapour, not only is
the overall signal intensity reduced, but there exists numerous absorption peaks not
attributed to any sample, which can lead difficulty or even inability to interpret the
sample spectra. Fig. 3.9 a) shows multiple THz spectra with varying values of relative
humidity (RH) from 20% down to 0% measured with the GaP spectrometer constructed
in this work, along with the absorbance spectrum of water in Fig. 3.9 c). Absorptions
from water vapour between 0.5 - 2.4 THz have been identified by Xin et al. to largely
be a mixture of rotational modes of ortho- and para-configurations in water monomers,
as well as hydrogen bonding between dimers and trimers.84 There are hundreds of
absorptions due to water vibrations and rotations that are known to be present in the
THz region.32

Normal operating procedure for analyzing the spectrum of a sample requires the initial
collection of a background spectrum of the instrument for reference. This reference
spectrum can then be removed from the sample spectrum as Isamp/Iref , however, the
presence of large water peaks will not be accounted for if the %RH has changed between
the reference and the sample. Dividing out the reference scan removes reflections better
than windowing, and can account for water vapour present in the scan, provided the
humidity during the sample scan is consistent with the reference. Minor changes in
humidity between scans can lead to the presence of strongly absorbing erroneous peaks
in the resulting spectra. In order to combat this, an aluminum inert gas purgebox
was constructed around the THz beam path that allows dry N2 gas to be pumped in
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to displace any humid air. The purgebox is equipped with a humidity sensor (Bosch
BME280) that ensures scans will only start if the purgebox humidity is below a set
threshold. All experiments in this work were collected with 1.0± 0.1% RH at 19◦C.
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Figure 3.9: Top: a) shows THz spectra with relative humidity varying from 20% down to 0%, while b) shows how

the absorbance of the peak at 1.68 THz changes with relative humidity. Bottom: c) shows the absorbance spectra

of ambient humidity (RH = 20%).

The plot in Fig. 3.9 b) shows how the water absorption peak at 1.683 THz changes
with RH , which allows for the absorbance due to humidity to be calibrated. The model
fit of this data is y = 0.0302x+0.0036. Given that the absorbance should be zero when
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there is no water vapour present, the 0.0036 offset is likely due to slight underestima-
tion of the humidity measured by the sensor, and can considered zero. Knowing this
absorbance calibration can allow one to gauge how much water vapour contamination
is present in the sample spectra.

One interesting advantage in having water vapour absorptions present in the sample
spectrum is that it can be used as an internal standard in determining the amount of
sample interacting with the beam, provided the humidity level in accurately known. If
a sample with a known interaction volume is scanned in the presence of water vapour,
the ratio of absorbance between water peaks and sample peaks can then be used to facil-
itate gauging the amount of material present in unknown samples or in heterogeneous
mixtures. This can be useful for measuring water content in food and minerals,85 or in
determining small traces of samples of interest.

It is also possible to detect the humidity level using Beer’s law and the ideal gas
law.18 Using Beer’s law, the absorbance can be related to the concentration of water
vapour in the air, c, as

A = −log10

(
Is
I0

)
= ϵcℓ (3.8)

where ϵ is attenuation coefficient‡, and ℓ = 610 mm is the path length of the THz beam.
Since c = n/V = A/ϵℓ, the ideal gas law PV = nRT can be rewritten and equated to
the absorbance due to RH through the linear fit from Fig. 3.9 b),

P

RT
=

0.302RH

ϵℓ
(3.9)

which now relates the absorption of water vapour to the ambient conditions in the
lab. This can be rearranged to give relative humidity as a function of pressure P and
temperature T

RH(P, T ) =
ϵℓ

0.302R

P

T
(3.10)

where RH(P, T ) is linearly related to P/T by the constant ϵℓ/0.302R.

‡This is also commonly referred to as the molar absorptivity, however this name is discouraged
by IUPAC.
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There are two possible outcomes: if the result con-
firms the hypothesis, then you’ve made a mea-
surement. If the result is contrary to the hypoth-
esis, then you’ve made a discovery.

Enrico Fermi

4
Material Characterization Using

THz-TDS

Having now outlined the theory behind THz-TDS as well as the experimental ap-
paratus that has been constructed, the capability of the instrument needs to be tested
to show that it is able to scan samples of interest. The development of this instrument
was based around the need to characterize magnetic compounds suited for spintronics
applications, however the development of an optimized ATR prism now extends the
range of samples that the instrument is able to scan to include polar liquids, solutions,
and highly absorbing media. The following sections show how the THz-TD spectrome-
ter described in the previous chapters lends itself to the study of two distinct classes of
materials, namely magnetic metal oxides and chiral organic species. These two series
of measurements provide a host of low energy phenomena that make them prime can-
didates for future technologies and therefore, are a good starting point for testing the
instrument.

The spectrometer was used to analyze numerous nanoparticle, bulk powder, organic
molecule samples with the goal of supporting research efforts focused on nanoparticle
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growth, development of solid state fuel cells, and in demonstrating the power of ATR
spectroscopy as a characterization tool for differentiation isomeric species. The following
sections give a detailed effort in using THz-TDS as a means to elucidate details of low
energy interactions from specific categories of materials of interest. The compounds
found in these sections were chosen as important samples that stuck out during these
endeavours.

As mentioned in the previous chapter, the SNR of THz spectrometers frequently
requires averaging over many scans in order to reduce noise in the spectra. This is
especially true when attempting to pick out features that are not strongly absorbing.
In order to expedite the discovery of materials that exhibit useful low energy features,
there is a need for the creation of methods for rapid characterization of samples to
facilitate the research process. Therefore, it is pertinent to be able to collect scans with
minimal time spent on changing samples and purging. Some of these samples, largely
those found in Appendix C, were chosen in order to test the high throughput capability
of the apparatus and to provide reference scans for comparison to similar samples.

4.1 Magnetic Metal Oxides

Transition metal oxides (TMOs) offer a simple, yet effective class to start with as these
are commonly used in many types of solid state devices and offer a rich array of low
energy phenomena to study at THz energies. Certain minerals have been known since
antiquity to have special properties that have been utilized to advance our technologies,
such as the ferromagnetism displayed by magnetite (Fe3O4) and the development of the
magnetic compass. TMOs give rise to many different interesting phenomena due to the
vast array of possible crystal structures and electron configurations they can take, which
are both largely attributed to the presence of d- and f -electrons.87 It is now known that
ferromagnetism is predominantly due to unpaired electrons in partially filled orbitals,
while other phenomena like ferroelectricity originate from the presence of a permanent
electric dipole moment that arises from distorted (usually perovskite) lattice geometry.
Recently, phenomena such as giant magnetoresistance, which won the 2007 Nobel prize
in physics,88 and high temperature superconductivity have renewed research interest in
pure and mixed metal oxides.

TMOs have found use in numerous different fields and have proven to offer plenty of
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different properties of interest, notably those that lead to the presence of quasiparticles.
Landau first conceptually introduced the idea of quasiparticles in the form of phonons
and rotons in 1941.89 Since then, many new types of collective excitations have been
defined. This includes those that emerge from ensembles of individual particles, such
as the complex magnetic ordering of magnons/skyrmions and local electron resonance
of plasmons, or the coupling between different particles like that of electron-phonon
coupling (polarons) or electron-photon coupling (polaritons). Many of these structures
have fundamental frequencies in the THz range,90 as can be seen in Fig. 1.1. These
properties have allowed for numerous new applications and have paved the way for
technologies such as computational elements and solid state fuel storage.

This section shows how THz-TDS can be used to detect low energy phenomena such as
(electro-)magnons, phonon-polaritons, and lattice dynamics/non-covalent interactions in
various different metal oxides. While this section details numerous distinct samples, not
all samples that were scanned are included for the sake of brevity. Appendix C contains
the spectra of all the TMO samples that were scanned during this work. All samples
in this section were measured using transmission spectroscopy. Samples were prepared
by pulverizing the oxides into fine powders then creating a slurry with isopropanol and
depositing ∼5-10 mg onto polyolefin film. The film was included in all reference scans,
although it is sufficiently thin and has a low enough index of refraction that there was
no detectable internal reflection.

4.1.1 Multiferroics

The term multiferroic refers to materials that exhibit two or more properties that are
considered ferroic (e.g., ferroelectric, ferromagnetic, ferroelastic, etc.). These materials
are purported to offer marked technological advantages to devices that combine electric
and magnetic properties, such as spintronics27 and data storage devices.91 The disad-
vantage of this class of materials is that it is still relatively new and there is much work
still needed to fully understand why these properties coexist.

Multiferroics can be classified into two main groups: type I and type II. Type I refers
to materials that have their magnetism and ferroelectricity occurring at different temper-
atures and phases, and emerge from largely different mechanisms that are independent
of each other. Type II describes materials in which the magnetic ordering breaks inver-
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sion symmetry and leads to the presence of ferroelectricity. The ferroelectric phase in
distorted perovskites can arise from different sources that form the required permanent
dipole moment, including lone pair, geometric, and charge ordered distortions.92 The
multiferroic class is often extended to include non-primary types magnetic order, i.e.,
antiferromagnetic or ferrimagnetic order, which leads to the inclusion of the coupling
between magnetic and electric properties, also known as the magnetoelectric effect.

Unfortunately, materials that exhibit both magnetism and ferroelectricity are rare.
This is due to the fact that, to date, all conventional ferroelectric perovskite oxides
have d0 electron configurations located at their B-sites93 which leads to the distorted
geometry that gives rise to their electric dipole moment.94 Magnetism, on the other
hand, requires the presence of partially filled orbitals. So, while these properties are not
mutually exclusive, they are often inhibited by local chemistry.

Although multiferroics are uncommon, there is great interest in discovering and char-
acterizing new multiferroics as this can lead to the creation of devices that are able to
operate at THz frequencies. This is especially important when creating logical devices
using antiferromagnets as these materials have resonance frequencies much higher than
traditional ferrite ferromagnets111 and can facilitate spin currents through otherwise
insulating materials. Devices made with these properties can utilize the Rashba effect,
which describes the loss of electron degeneracy in materials that lack inversion symme-
try due to asymmetrical spin-orbit coupling. This means that systems with a Rashba
term in the Hamiltonian allow for direct electric manipulation of electrons spins without
the presence of a magnetic field. It should be noted however, that the Rashba effect
only exists in materials that lack inversion symmetry, e.g., material with noncentrosym-
metric symmetry or in a 2D plane such as heterostructures or the surface boundary of
a material.95

The following subsections explore numerous multiferroic compounds and attempt to
use THz-TDS in order to examine low energy magnetic interactions. Initially we in-
vestigate BiFeO3, a multiferroic with known interactions in the THz region that has
previously been characterized in this lab with a similar, albeit lower bandwidth tech-
niques.37,101 Next we explore the first material predicted to have coexisting ferromag-
netic and ferroelectric properties, Cr2O3, as well as another known multiferroic, CuO.
Following this, we analyze ϵ-Fe2O3 nanoparticles which have been reported to have po-
tential use in high frequency communications devices. The last two compounds are
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TMO samples proposed for solid state fuel storage through oxygen capture in fluorite-
like superstructures. With this, the research conducted for this thesis shows that THz-
TDS can be used as a way of characterizing materials that are of interest for current
technologies.

Bismuth Ferrite

Bismuth Ferrite (BiFeO3, or BFO) is a lone pair distorted multiferroic perovskite with
a rhombohedral structure of the R3̄c space group. It is a G-type helical antiferromagnet
with TC ≈ 1100K, TN = 643K, and has a spontaneous polarization Ps ≈ 100µC/cm2

along the [111] axis.93 The canting of the antiferromagnetic structure originates from
the Dzyaloshinksii-Moriya interaction where interactions between neighbouring spins in
the (1̄21̄) plane lead to a helical spin wave, also known as a spin cycloid, with a period
of 62 nm that propagates along the [101̄] axis.96,97 This spin cycloid takes the form of
three electromagnon modes at 0.53, 0.555 and 0.72 THz that propagate along different
crystallographic axes and can be tuned with the application of an external electric
field.98 Additionally, there is a known TO phonon mode that occurs at 2 THz.99
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Figure 4.1: An example of the reference pulse compared to the same pulse having been transmitted through

BiFeO3, showing the reduction inmagnitude accompanied by the resulting free induction decay (FID) of the pulse.
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Figure 4.2: Top: the absorbance spectrum of the BiFeO3 time trace, with amagnified inset between 0.4 - 0.8 THz.

Bottom: the FT of the isolated FID.

Fig. 4.1 shows the transmission waveform in the time domain, clearly showing the
FID immediately following the main THz pulse in the BiFeO3 scan. This FID contains
the information of processes that occur as a result of the excitation of the THz pulse.
The resulting absorption spectrum can be seen in the top plot in Fig. 4.2, showing a
variety of peaks between 0.5 - 2.5 THz. Here we expect to find the electromagnon modes
between 0.5 - 0.75 THz (enhanced with inset) described in previous work,37 however
the DR in the low frequencies is to small to allow distinction of these peaks. In addition
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to these excitations, there exists a TO phonon mode between 2 - 2.5 THz, as can be
seen by the peak centered around 2.3 THz. The bottom plot shows the FT of the
isolated FID response after the main pulse. Here it is possible to see the frequency
components of the resulting processes excited by the THz pulse, in this case largely
dominated by the phonon mode around 2.3 THz. The existence and tunability of the
electromagnon modes have been previously discussed in research done in this lab, where
the hybridization of THz light with a cavity magnon mode has been described.37,101

However, these measurements have been restricted by the bandwidth of spectrometer
used. The instrument described in this work allows for measurements roughly double
the bandwidth, which can facilitate the study of TO phonons and other excitations
unavailable with the previous instruments.

Chromium Oxide
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Figure 4.3: THz spectrum of multiferroic Cr2O3. While it is possible to resolve feature below 0.5 THz, numerical

noise can easily dominate the low signal amplitude.

Since the preliminary data collected for BFO shows positive results, we now turn to
the first material predicted to be multiferroic. Chromium oxide (Cr2O3) is the proto-
typical material predicted by Dzyaloshinskii102 to have ferroelectric and ferromagnetic
properties coexisting in the same phase. This phenomena was experimentally confirmed
by Astrov soon after.103 The structure of Cr2O3 is corundum with the R3̄c space group
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and has antiferromagnetic ordering (TN = 307.6 K).104 Phonon modes have been pre-
dicted as low as 9 - 16 THz in Cr2O3 using density functional theory,105 although a
characterization of Cr2O3 in the THz region appears to be needed, therefore, it is a
appropriate next candidate material.

Fig. 4.3 shows the absorption spectrum of Cr2O3 after removing the background
spectrum. Here we hope to see absorption peaks due to phonon modes or the magne-
toelectric effect based on the generation of a net dipole moment within 0.5 - 5 THz.
There are notably sharp absorption peaks present between 3 - 4.25 THz, in addition to
a large broad peak spanning roughly 2 - 3.75 THz, however these do not match phonon
frequencies predicted.106 It is possible that an increased lower end bandwidth suggests
a difference with literature and suggests variability in powder size might be responsible
for the change in this feature. The absence of definitive Gaussian or Lorentzian peaks
that can be attributed to magnetic or ferroelectric modes yields no definitive results and
calls for the need of other types of analysis.37,101

Copper Oxide
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Figure 4.4: The absorbance spectrum showing the THz energy interactions inmultiferroic CuO. Inset plot focuses

on the known electromagnonmode in CuO.110

Copper (II) oxide (CuO) is also reported to be multiferroic and has phonon modes
around 4.5 THz106, and therefore, it is another prime candidate for use in testing the
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instrument. CuO has a monoclinic structure with the C2/c space group and takes on an
antiferromagnetic order (TN ≈ 210− 230 K)107 along the [101̄] axis and ferromagnetic
order along the [101] with a spontaneous polarization of P = 160 µCm2 along the b-
axis.108 It is a magnetically induced ferroelectric, and therefore a type II multiferroic,
as well as a p-type semiconductor. The complex magnetic structure of CuO allows for
the excitation of an electromagnon, which is a magnon that is excited by the electric
field of incident EM radiation as opposed to the traditional magnon which is excited
the magnetic field of the EM wave.109 CuO is reported to have an electromagnon mode
at 0.702 THz that can be tuned with the application of a static electric field.110

From the data collected, it is difficult to see electromagnon at 0.702 THz, however
based on BFO data, picking out narrow absorbance peaks in this range on the GaP
appears to be challenging in this region and are subsequently hard to detect. This is
in part likely due to ambient conditions being higher than the Néel temperature of the
antiferromagnetic order. There also exists a low power absorption peak around 0.86
THz, however this is difficult to differentiate from background noise. Another impor-
tant point is that the instrument is not optimized for the range we expect to find the
reported electromagnon mode and signal loss due to low SNR may require many scans
to be collected to confirm the presence of electromagnon mode. Given that the elec-
tromagnon mode at 0.702 THz does not appear to be present, this warrants to use of
other instruments to confirm these results.37 Of note, however, are the small absorp-
tion peaks present 2.5 - 4 THz, above which the signal attenuates and the absorbance
becomes saturated. Overall, the results obtained are inconclusive in terms of analyzing
the electromagnon mode. This is an example of compound that would benefit from
analysis in a DBR cavity with higher THz power in the region of interest37,101

ϵ-Iron Oxide Nanoparticles

Ferrite magnets have been known since the 7th century BC and have since led the way
in the development of magnetic devices.111 As stated above, with the push to increase
operating frequencies of communications and logic devices into the high GHz - low
THz range, there is need for the development of magnetic devices that can couple to
and operate at these frequencies. The next application of this instrument led to the
characterization of ϵ-Fe2O3 nanoparticles (NPs) with the intention of quantifying their
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ability to absorb THz light which could lead to their use in THz frequency antennas
and sensors. The size and shape of these NPs are strongly dependent on the conditions
used during their synthesis, and therefore, THz-TDS can also be used as a method to
verify the geometry of the NPs based on spectral response.
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Figure 4.5: Top: The THz absorbance spectra of the ϵ-Fe2O3 NPs. Bottom: The same ϵ-Fe2O3 NPs absorbance

spectra with the GaP etalonmode removed.

Four unique phases of Fe2O3 are known to exist. α-Fe2O3, also known as common
rust, is weakly ferromagnetic, as is γ-Fe2O3. Both of these phases exist in nature,
however, the other two phases, β-Fe2O3 and ϵ-Fe2O3, do not and must be artificially
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synthesized. ϵ-Fe2O3 has been shown to have a significantly large magnetic coercivity112

and can be made from γ-Fe2O3 when its particle size is reduced to 5 - 40 nm, otherwise
it converts back to α-Fe2O3.111 The space group of ϵ-Fe2O3 is Pna2/1, while the space
group of α-Fe2O3 is R3c. Fig 4.5 shows the THz absorption spectrum of ϵ-Fe2O3 NPs
that have been annealed at different temperatures, ranging from 1100 - 1200◦C. The
notable absorptions between 3 - 4 THz agree with phonon modes reported by Tokoro et
al. which are attributed to the rod shaped structure. Here they report that the phonon
mode at 2.51 THz is due to the vibration of the Fe atom along the a-axis.111

In the top plot of Fig 4.5 there appears slight oscillations in the spectra. These
oscillations are due to the presence of FP etalons in the sample spectra. The bottom
plot in Fig 4.5 shows the spectra of ϵ-Fe2O3 NPs after the removal of the spurious
reflection via sigmoidal windowing. One caveat in the reflection removal process is that
the removal of reflections can lead to the generation of artifacts in the spectra, which
here take the form of the sharp peak at 2.64 and 3.81 THz. While data exists within
region, as can be seen by the presence of peaks between the raw data and the data
with the etalon removed, the extra sharp peaks are likely due to artifacts that arise
from the reflection removal process. Additionally, since these spectra are calculated in
absorbance (a.u.) rather than absorption coefficient (m−1), the spectra do not take into
account the amount of sample the beam has passed through, therefore the amplitude
of absorption peaks may not be completely comparable. This being said, there does
appear to be a trend in the different annealing temperatures.

The top plot in Fig 4.6 shows the spectra of a sample that had been synthesized almost
2 years prior to scanning. It can be seen here that exposure to ambient conditions for
extended periods likely leads to the general degradation of NPs, as can be confirmed by
the reduced intensity of the phonon modes around 3.5 - 4.0 THz. Furthermore, it has
been reported that excessively high annealing temperatures lead to the conversion of
ϵ-Fe2O3 to α-Fe2O3. This indicates that THz-TDS could be used as an in situ method
for determining NP geometry, as well as a qualitative test for degradation of NPs. The
absorbance spectra for α-Fe2O3 can be seen in the bottom plot in Fig. 4.6.
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Figure 4.6: Top: The THz absorbance spectra of degraded ϵ-Fe2O3 NPs. Bottom: The THz absorbance spectra of

bulkα-Fe2O3.

Scandium Vanadates

Further application of the spectrometer led to the characterization of novel scandium
vanadate compounds being tested for their ability to facilitate ion conduction for a
solid state fuel storage medium. Having a fluorite-like superlattice, these compound are
interesting due to their ability to passively store fuels and oxidants.113 Upon exposure
to an oxidizing atmosphere, ScVO4 can be converted to Sc2VO5, and in the process,
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Figure 4.7: The THz-TDS spectra of ScVO4 and Sc2VO5.

changes to its atomic ordering and space group. ScVO4 is diamagnetic and of the
I41/amd space group, while Sc2VO5 takes on an antiferromagnetic order with the I 4̄

space group.
Since THz is sensitive to the change of mode in lattice vibrations, it is able to ana-

lyze changes in phonon modes to detect if structure is changing. When ScVO4 absorbs
oxygen and changes to the Sc2VO5 conformation, the subsequent change in lattice ar-
rangements leads to a change in phonon modes that can exist, as can be seen in Fig. 4.7.
Here it is possible to see the change in spectra after oxidation of ScVO4 to Sc2VO5. The
sharp peaks between 2.5 - 3.0 THz in ScVO4 are likely due to TO phonons.114

Given the ability to distinguish between ScxVOy compounds based on the presence
of phonon modes, it could be possible to analyze oxidation progress in situ with a gas
cell using THz spectroscopy. Furthermore, given that the signal between 3 - 4 THz is
fully saturated in ScVO4 as opposed to Sc2VO5, this could allow for the development
of a phase-based optical switch.

4.1.2 Other interesting materials

While the first half of this chapter focused on materials that were scanned for out-
side collaborations in order to test the high-throughput capability, there were numerous
compounds that were scanned that showed interesting features worth mentioning. Most
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notably, Bi2O3, which, like other bismuth chalcogens and halides, has shown to offer
a rich array of properties useful for THz frequency logical devices.115,116,117 The ab-
sorbance spectra for Bi2O3 can be seen in the top plot of Fig. 4.8. Work done by Betsch
et al. has shown that there is an acoustic phonon mode present at 108 cm−1 that roughly
coincides with the large broad peak centered around 3.3 THz.118

Appendix C contains all of the metal oxide spectra that were collected in this work.
These spectra were omitted from this chapter as not of all the spectral data could be fully
interpreted, however, they were included as an appendix for the sake of completeness.
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Figure 4.8: The THz absorbance spectra of Bi2O3.

4.2 Isomer Differentiation

In addition to characterizing solid state compounds, the ability to detect low energy
molecular vibrations and rotations indicates that THz-TDS has potential for character-
izing numerous interactions that arise in organic species. The following section addresses
how THz-TDS can be used to identify different chiral species and differentiate hetero-
geneous mixtures of isomers.
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4.2.1 Chirality

Chirality is a property of nature to have non-superimposable mirror images of the same
object. This can manifest differently depending on the medium in which is being de-
scribed. In terms of circularly polarized EM radiation or the generation of quasiparticles
such as magnons, chirality takes form in the direction in which they rotate with respect
to the direction of propagation. Chirality can also be attributed to the different con-
formations that certain molecules, which are called isomers, can take relative to each
other. In molecular species that contain so-called chiral-centers, different conformations
of the same molecule can exist depending on how the different moieties protrude from
the chiral center. There are numerous types of isomers, some as simple as sharing the
same molecular formula like in constitutional and conformational isomers, while others
contain much more subtle differences, like in that of enantiomers and diastereomers
(arrangement of atoms around chiral center) or tautomers (arrangement of one or more
bonds around chiral center). Molecular chirality is an crucial concept in many areas,
ranging from drug design to polymer manufacturing. This is exemplified in Fig. 4.9
where this figure shows how two different enantiomers can have significantly different
effects on the symptoms they are able to treat. However, due to similarities between
the isomeric species, they are often very challenging to separate and measure in relative
ratios.

Figure 4.9: Two enantiomers of propoxyphene. The molecule on the left is dextropropoxyphene, a painkiller, and
on the right is levopropoxyphene, a cough suppressant

Current schemes for identifying chiral species present in a sample originate from early
attempts to separate and identify different enantiomers through their ability to rotate
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the polarization of transmitted light.∗ This type of analysis is still widely used today
as the de facto method for analysis in determining isomer purity, however there is no
direct way to to relate the rotation of polarized light to a given isomer or the ratio
of concentrations in heterogeneous mixtures. While this method is outdated and rife
with issues, it remains the main method of identification as enantiomers generally have
similar enough physical properties to prohibit separation through conventional chemical
separation techniques. Though there are high performance liquid chromatography in-
struments capable of isolating different enantiomers based on certain chemical affinities,
these instrument are usually costly and can require long elution times. Given THz-TDS
can detect changes in vibrational and rotational modes on the whole molecule scale, it
offers a quick and reliable method for the distinction of isomeric species.

Since vibrational modes in the THz region are largely comprised of complex, full
molecule flexing and molecular rotations, THz-TDS can be a useful technique in an-
alyzing mixtures of isomers and could find use in applications like quality control in
pharmaceutical manufacturing.119 Given that any minor structural change can lead
to wholly different vibrational modes between isomers and inter-/intramolecular non-
covalent interactions like hydrogen bonding that can be formed in different tautomers,
analysis done with THz-TDS can non-destructively examine these type of low energy in-
teractions. This indicates that THz spectroscopy can offer a rapid alternative to analyze
isomers and mixtures of isomers in order to identify which conformations are present
and in what ratio.

4.2.2 Amino Acids

When evaluating a new form of analysis it is prudent to start with relatively simple
analytes. Amino acids are small molecules that exhibit chirality and are widely available
as the precursors to numerous different species including pharmaceuticals and catalysts.
While the use of THz-TDS in isomer analysis has been shown to distinguish simple amino
acids, it has still been largely unexplored and could stand to benefit from a rigorous
evaluation of how materials respond to THz light. Most current work in this area often
only analyzes amino acids that are in the solid state. While this is a valid proof of

∗In IUPAC naming conventions, each chiral center in a given species is assigned an R or S
in order to delineate the orientation of its conformation. For the sake of brevity, this work will
resort to using the older D/L notation derived from optical, or Faraday, rotation.
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concept, crystal structures of isomers commonly have completely different space groups
and lattice ordering which means that they would have different vibrational/phonon
modes, and therefore is not a suitable proof of isomer differentiation, merely that of
crystal structure detection.

As King et al. point out, many changes in vibrational modes due to changes on
molecular orientation can lead to subtle shifts in peaks position, therefore it is relevant
to supplement empirical data with computational simulations.122 Multiple studies have
been conducted using both THz analysis and density functional theory (industrial iso-
mer determination of D/L-glutamic acid + DFT,121 serine THz + DFT,122 Leucine
and methionone THz + DFT,123 and hydroxyglutarate acid disodium salt + DFT.124)
Other amino acid studies: tyrosine,125 histidine THz,126 alanine THz,127,128 serine and
cysteine,129 tryptophan,130 valine and norvaline.131,132 As well as other simple chiral
molecules, such as tartaric acid THz + DFT.133
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Figure 4.10: THz spectra of both the D and L enantiomers of glutamic acid

In order to show that the spectrometer introduced in this work is capable of scanning
and differentiating unique isomers, different isomers of glutamic acid were scanned to
evaluate the ability of THz-TDS to detect the subtle changes in vibrational modes.
The absorbance spectra for the D and L enantiomers of glutamic acid can be seen in
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Fig. 4.10. Here it is seen that the different configurations lead to significantly different
THz spectra, allowing for identification by spectra alone.

THz spectroscopy has also been expanded beyond the analysis of simple amino acids
to include more complex molecules. THz-TDS has been shown to be useful in determin-
ing concentrations of sugars,134 including natural135 and artificial.136 It has also found
use in measuring the presence of pesticides in organic samples.137 Furthermore, studies
which utilize ATR experiment shave shown the detection of single base mutation in
DNA oligonucleotides,138 however, not using ATR geometry optimized for THz light.

As previously discussed, often times it is necessary to analyze organic compounds
that are dissolved in solvents which can lead to issues involving erroneous THz absorp-
tions due to polar or protic interactions. Instances such as these are what lead to the
development of the ATR prism. Initial measurements with the prototype prism indi-
cated potential for the technology to work, however, application of small amounts of
water as a test sample fully quenched the signal. The fabrication of a larger ATR prism
was completed in order to properly collect all incident light. Unfortunately, issues with
alignment prevented the full incorporation of the new ATR prism into the spectrometer.
This is due to the fact that the ATR prism was mounted in 3 axis stage which is not
appropriate for the alignment of such a sensitive optic, as described by Soltani et al..79

Here they discuss how errors in alignment in the pitch and yaw of an ATR prism can
lead to the propagation errors getting exponentially worse with minor deviations of the
alignment of the prism. Therefore, a 6 axis stage that includes yaw, pitch, and roll is
needed to properly address misalignment issues.
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The beauty of a living thing is not the atoms that
go into it, but the way those atoms are put to-
gether.

Carl Sagan

5
Summary and Outlook

Spectroscopy is the study of how energy and waves interact with materials of interest.
In practice, it is accomplished by applying EM radiation to samples through transmis-
sion, reflection, or by an evanescent wave that is formed during internal reflection. Using
a single-cycle pulse of THz light, THz-TDS allows one study temporal effects on the
order of picosecond to nanoseconds. The THz region of the EM spectrum spans from
0.1 - 10 THz and is comprised of energies on the order of 0.4 - 40 meV, therefore THz-
TDS is able to probe slow, complex molecular vibrations/rotations, coherent waves of
collective excitations (e.g., magnons, phonons, etc.), and hydrogen bonds, among other
low energy dipole moments. THz-TDS is still a relatively new technology that many
different research areas could stand to benefit from. Unfortunately, due to complica-
tions in generation and detection schemes, as well as excitations caused by atmospheric
humidity, THz-TDS is faced with numerous difficulties in the identification and analysis
of materials.

The aim of this work has been to design a broadband THz-TD spectrometer for high-
throughput measurements and to optimize ATR for THz light to allow this technology to
find use in rapid characterization of low energy phenomena. This document has shown
not only the theory behind THz generation and detection schemes using nonlinear optics,
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but also the determination of ideal generation and detection material for use with a 1040
nm NIR laser, namely (110) cut gallium phosphide (GaP). This thesis also describes how
data is collected and processed in THz-TDS experiments, in addition to the handling of
spurious reflections through customizable window functions. The ATR prism geometry
and choice of material were determined in order to optimize its functionality when
used with THz light. Using HRFZ Si as the prism material ensures a high enough
index of refraction that allows for various samples to satisfy total internal reflection.
Furthermore, when using an ATR prism cut to Brewster’s angle, significant reflective
losses are avoided. The prism also then acts as a Brewster polarizer which allows for the
choice of electric or magnetic coupling in experiments by simply rotating the prism in
the beam. For materials with higher indices of refraction, such as HRFZ Si, the smaller
prism angle also leads to an increase in penetration depth.

The practical construction of a THz-TD spectrometer is outlined, which includes all
of the optical components as well as a custom aluminum purgebox. The THz power
generated by this spectrometer was measured and calibrated against a commercial power
meter, as well as the analysis of its performance through common metrics. Finally,
having shown that the instrument is capable of collecting the absorbance spectra of
materials of interest, samples from various classes of materials were analyzed with the
instrument as a proof of concept to confirm its functionality and evaluate how THz-TDS
can be used to further develop our understanding of how materials behave in response
to THz EM radiation.

The instrument built in this work utilizes THz EM radiation generated by optical
rectification of 1040±20 nm NIR light in 0.3 mm (110) GaP, and the subsequent de-
tection of THz light through the Pockels effect in an additional 0.3 mm (110) GaP.
The modulation of polarization due to the Pockels effect is then measured by balanced
photodetection and the spectral content is extracted using the Fourier transform. The
instrument was built in a way to allow for experiments to be run with either collimated
or focused light and therefore has space to allow for the installation of extra optics in-
cluding the prototype ATR prism constructed in this work. In addition, the purgebox
was fitted with a humidity sensor connected to solenoid valve that controls the flow of
dry N2 gas to ensure consistent humidity levels during scans.

The instrument was used in the characterization of multiple classes of materials where
it was shown that the apparatus can be used to study numerous low energy phenomena,
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such as magnetic excitations and vibrational modes of material. It was shown that this
apparatus can be used to allow researchers to probe systems intended for telecommuni-
cations and computing devices, as well as pharmaceuticals and organic catalysts. Given
that THz frequencies are able to excite lattice dynamics and complex molecular motion,
this technology also lends itself to the rapid identification of different isomeric species.
With the ability to investigate many different types of material in multiple different
phases, THz-TDS has been shown that it is a incredibly useful technique comparable to
IR spectroscopy. This indicates that this technology will help pave the way for many
low power alternatives to current technologies.

Immediate next steps with this instrument are to overcome the alignment issues faced
with the ATR prism as these deviations in alignment can lead to errors that propagate
throughout the apparatus.79 Once that is complete, a motorized stage can be utilized to
allow for the automatic insertion/removal of the prism from the beam. This allows for
the reference and sample spectra to be completed in the same purge, further expediting
the collection process. One additional interesting feature that arises with the inclusion
of a motorized stage is that it allows for the deliberate translations of the prism in
the beam and can be used to create a raster image of spectral data, also known as
a hyperspectral image. Hyperspectral imaging is a technique in which an image is
produced by collecting spectral data at every pixel and can be done with an ATR setup.
The sample is first mounted on the ATR prism and the prism is then mechanically
translated through the beam thereby generating a multidimensional image with pixel
resolution defined by the diffraction limit and the Goos-Hänchen shift.

Looking forward, the author believes this technology has potential to offer unique
insight into low energy interactions in many different areas, including the manufacturing
of medicinal compounds and solid state device development. With the incorporation
of ATR, THz-TDS can be used for built-in quality control for inline manufacturing.
This would allow for pseudo real-time analysis of certain analytes of interest, such as
isomers present in pharmaceutical manufacturing. Furthermore, with a carefully tuned
air gap, the Kretschmann configuration for ATR allows for non-contact analysis which
has already been empirically shown to work.6,140
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A
IR Effects on THz Generation

While optical rectification (OR) is analogous to difference frequency generation (DFG),
it is its own unique phenomena in which two photons of monochromatic light are si-
multaneously absorbed. The energy of both photons sum together to excite an electron
occupying a σ bond in a nonlinear media to accelerate it along its bond. The resulting
acceleration of charge leads to the generation of THz photons as the electron subse-
quently decelerates and releases energy. This displacement causes a local distortion of
charge, and therefore, electric polarization within the material.

Optical rectification is a second order polarization effect, and as such is proportional
to E2. Since 1040 nm light has a frequency of 288 THz, oscillations of the IR pulse
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Figure A.1: Example IR pulse as generated by the laser

are hundreds of times faster than that of THz light. The radiated amplitude of THz
light is proportional to polarization, and therefore, it is often beneficial to refer to the
pulse envelope traced out by the pulse rather than the pulse itself.141 An example of
the NIR pulse from the laser can be seen in Fig. A.1. When the pulse is squared it
becomes positive, as can be seen in Fig. A.2, where the bottom plot shows E2 and the
top plot depicts the resulting pulse envelope. Using the far field limit of the dipole
approximation can allow for ETHz to be approximated as ∂2P/∂t2,33 where the shape
of the THz pulse is simulated by taking the second time derivative of the pulse envelope.
Fig. A.3 shows how taking the 2nd derivative of the pulse creates the same form as the
THz pulse.

Unfortunately, this is not the same shape we see when taking scans of the real pulse
collected with the instrument. The nonsymmetric pulse collected by the apparatus
is a result of the skewing of the IR pulse that can be attributed to the non-uniform
distribution of wavelengths within the chirped pulse, as well as temporal broadening
of the pulse associated with dispersion through nonlinear materials. In reality, the
generation of THz light is not easily attributed to a single process and is likely generated
by multiple different nonlinear interactions, including both OR and DFG.142 This leads
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Figure A.2: Intensity of the IR (bottom) and its pulse envelope (top)

to a variety of different pulses that overlap leading to a skewed pulse. The plot on the
left of Fig. A.4 shows a simulated skewed Gaussian pulse while the plot on the right
shows the 2nd derivative of the skewed pulse, showing a THz pulse that more closely
matches that of what is collected by the instrument. Lee talks about pulse shape and
the resulting spectral bandwidth and relates how as the pulse becomes increasingly
non-uniform the spectral content of the diminishes.35

When trying to maximize THz generation it is important to consider the wavelength
of IR that leads to phase matching within the material. For GaP phase matching occurs
at 1060 nm light, so as more 1060 nm spectral content is generated by the laser, the
power of THz light is maximized. The plot on the left in Fig. A.5 shows the IR spectrum
produced by the laser. THz generation is maximized when the 1060 nm spectral content
is maximized due to group and velocity phase matching in GaP. This effect can be seen
in the right plot of Fig. A.5, where the laser spectrum with more 1060 nm light leads to a
larger amplitude of THz generation. Altering the spectral content of the laser spectrum
is possible by altering the settings of the laser in the software that control it.
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Figure A.3: 2nd derivative of the IR pulse envelope, showing the rough outline of the THz pulse (ETHz ∼ ∂2P
∂t2 )
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Figure A.4: A skewed IR pulse envelope (left) and the resulting 2nd derivative THz pulse shape. This pulse shape

is closer to what is actually measured and can be attributed to dispersion in the generation/detection crystals.
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Figure A.5: The plot on the left shows two different IR spectra for the laser used in THz generation. On the right
is the resulting THz spectra, colour matched to the corresponding IR spectra.
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B
Data Analysis

In spectroscopy, an absorption peak results from the absorption of energy by a system
undergoing some type of transition. Absorption peaks are not infinitesimally sharp
however, and energy of the transition dictates the size and shape of the peak. In ideal
conditions, these take the shape of Gaussian, Lorentzian, or Voigt functions, although
they usually take on more complex configurations. Furthermore, peaks can undergo
broadening related to energy changes in the system present while collecting data, eg
thermal (Doppler), pressure or collision, and proximity broadening. Often times when
collecting the spectroscopic response of a given material, the spectrum contains many
peaks that are convolved together, and therefore, it is necessary to employ special
methods in order to recover all possible information from the system.

B.1 First and Second Derivatives

Sometimes peaks are located too close together to fully resolve even when collecting
long scans. In order to distinguish spectral features, one can take the derivative of the
spectrum to deconvolve overlapping peaks. Taking the first derivative helps to separate
the peaks, and further taking the second derivative displays the constituent peaks as
negative peaks. One must be careful in this approach however, as peak widths and
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intensities are changed in the process.
Fig B.1 shows two Gaussian peaks (dashed lines) convolved together (solid red line).

Below are the first and second derivatives of the combined peaks, showing how this
method can aid in differentiating peaks to close to resolve.

Frequency (THz)

First Derivative

Second Derivative

Figure B.1: Top plot is an example peak that is a convolution of twoGaussian peaks. Middle plot is the first deriva-

tive, showing the separation of the peaks much more clearly. Bottom plot show the second derivative, allowing

individual peaks to be seen as negative peaks.
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C
Transition Metal Oxide Spectra

This appendix contains all of the transition metal oxides (TMOs) that were scanned
during the work done for this thesis. Not all of the spectra were able to be fully
interpreted, however, these results were added for the sake of completeness. At the time
of publication there are very few databases of THz spectra that are publicly available,
and of those, many are quite sparse (and done with literally anything found around
the office, looking at you NIST). There are currently many databases for XRD, UV-Vis,
FTIR, and NMR spectra for thousands of different compounds in order to help expedite
the research process. As this work was publicly funded, the author believes this data
should therefore be made publicly available.

need for reference database in potential materials - to see if there are features present
in precusors that wouldn’t be attirbuted to materials of interest

Table C.1 contains all of the TMOs along with the oxidation state of the metal ions,
their magnetic ordering, and the space group of the phase that was scanned. The
following list categorizes the TMOs based on common structures and provides more
information on their electronic environment.
Rutiles: (P42/mnm), octahedral environment

• TiO2 (4+, d0)
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• CrO2 (4+, d2)

• SnO2 (4+, p0)

Corundums: (R3̄c), octahedral environment

• V2O3 (3+, d2)

• Cr2O3 (3+, d3)

• Al2O3 (3+, p0)

Spinels: (Fd3̄m), octahedral and tetrahedral environments

• Co3O4 (2+/d7 oct, 3+/d6 tetr)

• Fe3O4 (2+/d6 and 3+/d5 in oct, 3+/d5 in tetr)

Bixbyites: (Ia3̄), two octahedral environments

• In2O3 (3+, p0)

• Mn2O3 (3+, d4)

• Y2O3 (3+, d0)

• Pr4O11 (3+, f)

• Sc2O3 (3+, d0)
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Table C.1: A list of all d-orbital containing species which had the THz spectrum collected.

Material Oxidation state(s) Magnetic Ordering Space Group
Sc2O3 3+ diamagnetic Ia3̄
V2O3 3+ antiferromagnetic R3̄c
VO2 4+ ferromagnetic P21/c
V2O5 5+ — Pmmn
Cr2O3 3+ antiferromagnetic R3̄c
CrO2 4+ ferromagnetic P42/mnm
MnO 2+ antiferromagnetic Fm3̄m
Mn3O4 2+,3+ ferrimagnetic I41/amd
Mn2O3 3+ ferrimagnetic Ia3̄
MnO2 4+ — P42/mnm
Fe2O3 3+ antiferromagnetic R3c
Co3O4 2+,3+ antiferromagnetic Fd3̄m
CoO 2+ antiferromagnetic Fm3̄m
NiO 2+ antiferromagnetic —
Cu2O 1+ — Pn3̄m
CuO 2+ antiferromagnetic C2/c
Y2O3 3+ diamagnetic Ia3̄
MoO3 2+ — Pnma
Sb2O3 3+ — P21/c
BaO 2+ — Fm3̄m
Bi2O3 3+ — P21/c

BiFeO3 antiferromagnetic R3c
ScVO4 diamagnetic I41/amd
Sc2VO5 antiferromagnetic I 4̄
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